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Development of inventory of river bed material and Inventory of sand reaches are listed at Annexure II-, inventory of other sand
other sources in the district.
sources will be listed at Annexure II.

4

District Survey Report be prepared in such a way
that it is not only identifies the miberal bearing area
but also defines mining and no mining zones
considering environmental and social factors.

1] All sensitive areas like sanctuaries, ESA,ESZ,monuments are identified,listed and
mapped separately for the district to decide for no mining and mining areas.
2]High Flood Levels with flood line is marked for all rivers in the district.
3]Details of irrigation structures in tabular and marked over district map is
provided. 4]Peak sream velocities with siltation is mapped for all rivers.
5] River inventory id tabulated and mapped
for the district.
6]Villages of district are mapped on District Geological Map to identify geological
importance
of
the
village.
During evaluation of each of proposal, these information lead to identify for no
mining zone for the district.
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Identification of sources of Sand and M-sand , De
silting Locations, river type perennial or non
perennial, village, tahsil , agriculture/non
agricultural land, m-sand plant etc.
Defining the sources of Sand for identification of
the potential area, entire river stretch needs to be
recorded and area of aggredation/deposition needs
to be ascertain by comparing the level difference
between outside river bed OGL and Water Level.

Annexure I-VII as per E & F guidelines are published as a part of District Survey
Report focusing these sources for this year. Desilting of ponds,sand over
agricultural land is not available in the district at this stage.
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Preparation of District Survey Report
Publication of District Survey Report

DSR is prepared as per format S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018
Draft District Survey Report in Rev. 00 is published on --------with publication in
daily ----------- dated for comments from public at for comments.

River stretches flowing across the district is surveyed for OGL (Original Ground
Level) and it is apart of DSR which can be used as master OGL data sheet for the
river.
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8
9
10
11

12

13

14

Boundary Pillars needs to be erected after
identification of an area of aggradation and
deposition outside bank of river at safe location for
future survey.
Identifying mining and no mining zone shall follow
sensitivity.
Demand and Supply for river bed material through
market survey
Cluster situation shall be examined.
Mining outside river bed area on Patta/Khatedari
land be granted when there is possibility of
replenishment of material. For govt. projects
mining could be allowed on Patta/Kahtedari land
but mining should be done by Govt. agencies and
matearil shall not be used for sale.
State Govt. should define transportation route from
mining lease considering maximum production
from mines as at this stage the size of mining
leases, their location , the quantity of mineral that
can be mined safely
List of recommnded sites in the format AnnexureII,Details of Cluster in Annexure-III and
transportation route in Annexure IV needs to be
provided.
Public Consultation

During survey of river stretch,
coordinates.

future reference points are marked by GPS

No mining zones are part of DSR as an information.
Demand and supply of minor mineral is predicted.
No cluster is formed for the district.
No such land is available in the district.

Designated rout for transportation of sand from sand ghat will be fixed with
implementation of EMP for transportation route. Data will be incorporated at
Annexure IV-VII in DSR as per format defined in E & F guidelines on finalization of
leases.
Information as per Annexure-I-VII defined in E & F guidelines will be enclosed as a
part of District Survey Report on finalization of minor leases.
An advertisement of publication of Draft DSR is made dated ------ for comments
for 30 days for public at large. DSR will be finalized on after 30 days incorporating
suggestions from public at large as per Annexure V-VII as per e & mguidelines.

DISTRICT SURVEY REPORT FOR CHANDEL DISTRICT
PART –A
FOR SAND MINING OR RIVER BED MINING
Prepared under
A] Appendix –X of MoEFCC, GoI notification S.O. 141(E) dated 15.1.2016
B] Sustainable Sand Mining Guidelines
C] MoEFCC, GoI notification S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018
D]Enforcement & Monitoring Guidelines, January 2020, MoEFCC, GoI
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1.0

Introduction :

Hon’ble Supreme Court of India vide its judgement dated February 27,2012 and further relief
amendment dated April 16,2012 directed all state, union territories and ministry of
Environment and Forest, Govt. of India, New Delhi to screen mining of minor minerals leases
within the purview of EIA notification 2006 and made requirement of environmental clearance
to minor minerals less than 5 ha compulsory.
Ministry of Environment & Forest , GoI vide its office Memorandum L-11011/47/2011.IA.II(M)
dated 18.05.2012 directed mass to comply Ho’ble Supreme Court decision.
Further streamlining of environmental clearance procedures, MOEFCC, GoI amended EIA
notification 2006 vide S.O. 141(E) dated 15.01.2016 where procedure for preparation of District
Survey Report (DSR) for minor minerals has been prescribed.
Further the procedure for preparation of DSR and format is amended vide MOEFCC notification
S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018.
The subjected DSR is defined at “ Appendix -X (See Paragraph 7(iii)(a)” of the notification
S.O.141(E)dated 15.01.2016 and S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018.
This District survey report comply the environmental & monitoring guidelines issued by
MoEFCC, GoI, New Delhi published in January 2020.
Accordingly this document is prepared by Secretary,Water Resources,State of Manipur on
behalf of District Collector of Chandel. Secretary, Water Resources,State of Manipur is
empowered to change,modify and amend the District Survey Report for District of Thoubal
This District Survey Report will be utilized for assessing the minor minerals proposals of the
district for grant of minor mineral leases, their feasibility and for grant of environmental
clearances by the designated authorities.
Brief Introduction of Chandel district :
Chandel District came into existence on May 13, 1974. The District lies in the south-eastern part
of Manipur at 24o40′ N Latitude and 93o50′ E Longitude. It is the border district of the state with
an area of 2,100 sq. km. Its neighbors are Myanmar (erstwhile Burma) on the south and east,
Tengnoupal district on the north, Churachandpur district on the south and west, and Thoubal
district on the north. It is about 64 km. away from Imphal. The National Highway No. 39 passes
through this district.
Chandel district which occupies the south eastern corner of the state lies between latitudes
23050‘6.81"N to 24o37"54.55"N and longitudes 93o46"46"12" E to 94o 26.6"E approximately.
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The district is inhabited by several communities. It is sparsely inhabited by about 20 different
tribes. They are scattered all over the district. Prominent tribes in the district are Anal,
Lamkang, Kuki, Moyon, Monsang, Chothe, Thadou, Paite, Maring and Zou etc. There are also
other communities like Meiteis, and Muslims (Meitei Pangal) in small numbers as compared to
the tribes. Non-Manipuris like Nepalis, Tamils, Bengalis, Punjabis and Biharis are also settled in
this district.
Chandel District is geologically one of the least explored district of Manipur state. It is situated
in the southeastern part of the state bordering with the Union Socialist Republic of Myanmar.
The hill ranges of this district are the southward extension of the Naga –Patkoi hils from the
North and northeast, and continue southward as the Chin Hills forming an integral part of the
Indo-Myanmar Ranges (IMR). The structural and tectonic pattern of this district is, therefore,
transitional between the NE-SW trending pattern of the Naga-Patkoi hills and the N-S trend of
the Chin Hills.
The district with 264 villages has divided into three sub micro regions on the basis of geology,
soils, climate, topography and natural vegetation.
1. Chandel Western Hilly Regions- The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Tengnoupal district and small part of the Chandel district. The
region is drained by the rivers Taret and Lokchao flowing towards east.
2. Chandel eastern Hilly Regions- The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Tengnoupal district and small part of the Chandel district.
3. Chandel Southern Hilly Regions -The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Chakpikarong subdivision of Candel district.
Subdivisions:
1. Chandel
2. Chakpikarong
3. Khengjoy
Khenjoi subdivision is newly created subdivision and blessed with rich flora and fauna with
special climatic conditions from ecological point of view as detailed below
About Khenjoi Subdivision
Sub-Division Profile
Located at a distance of 180 km. from the capital city, Imphal and 110 km. from the district
headquarter, Khengjoi is one of the three sub-divisions under Chandel district, Manipur. With
2(two) Tribal Development Blocks under its jurisdiction, namely Khengjoi T.D. Block and
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Khangbarol T.D. Block, Khengjoi sub-division was bifurcated from Chakpikarong sub-division in
2011 for administrative convenience. Except for a couple of villages, the sub-division is
predominantly inhabited by Kuki tribes, which is one of the major tribal groups residing in
Manipur. At present, there are 127 villages under the administrative head of the sub-division. In
the south and south-east, it shares an international boundary with Myanmar (erstwhile Burma).
Flora and Fauna
One of the distinct geographical features of Khengjoi sub-division is that the hills that are
covered with beautiful pine trees, bamboos and several other types of plant constitute a major
portion of its geographical area. In other words, the sub-division is basically a hilly region which
offers a serene and picturesque view that has the potential of being developed as a major
tourist spot and thus providing a significant contribution towards the economy of the state.
Being a hilly region, it is also home to several species of fauna such as wild boar, deer, wild cats
locally known as keijenglang, mithun ( a semi-wild bovine) etc.
Joupi
It is a village situated 50 km. away from the district headquarter. What makes Joupi unique
from the rest of the villages under Khengjoi sub-division is the fact that it receives a substantial
amount of rainfall throughout the year. Most of the days, rain-laden clouds cover the slopes of
the surrounding hills and thus the atmosphere remains foggy throughout the day. Hence, the
region enjoys a very cool temperate climate throughout the year. In those days when the sky
becomes distinctly clear, one can experience the uniqueness of the village in its natural and
pristine beauty. Clearly, there is no doubt in equating the climate of the village with that of a
hill station. Sugnu is the nearest town from Joupi. Presently, 29 Assam Rifles of 28 Sector Assam
Rifles under the aegis of HQ IGAR(South) is stationed in the village. Their presence in the region
has created a conducive and secure environment in and around the village. Apart from
functioning as the sentinel for the villagers, they are also actively involved in social activities
such as organising free medical camps, extending help to villagers at times of natural
disasters/calamities, etc.
Mombi
Mombi, a village situated about 25 km. towards south from the district headquarter, holds a
historical significance in the collective consciousness of the Kuki tribal population. As an act of
commemorating the forefathers of Kukis who stood up and fought valiantly then chief of
Mombi, held his ground and stood firmly in defiance. Remembering his act of valour and
sacrifices, his statue was erected on the top of a hill at Mombi. The life-size statue was unveiled
in 2010 by ex-MLA Bijoy Koijam who was also the Deputy Chairman of State Planning Board.
Molcham
It is a village situated at the Indo-Myanmar border. Due to its proximity to Myanmar, the village
is characterised by plain topography with warm and humid climate.
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Drainage
More than 90% of the total geographical area is covered by hill ranges running from North-East
to South-East direction. Highest peak is in Eswani which is 8,348 ft. above msl. Three main rivers
namely (i) the Sekmai river which originates and passes through the North Eastern part of
Chandel district, (ii) Chakpikarong River which originates from Laimaton Hills and passes
through Chandel and Chakpikarong Sub-Division and (iii) the Lokchao River which flows through
Tengnoupal district.
Chandel district is drained by the two river systems. The Manipur river and its tributaries like
Chakpikarong river, Kaha Lok river and Sekmai drains the western portions while number of
small rivers falling into the Yu river of Myanmar (Burma) (atributary of Chindwin river) like Taret
river, Lokchao river, Thuidam river, Tiwan Lam river, Tuisa Dung river, etc. drain the eastern
portions of the district. The Manipur river rises from the Lakhamai village (2,473 metre) of
Senapati district and flows southward. It forms the district boundary of the Imphal West and
Thoubal for about 45 km. Bishnupur and Thoubal for about 26 km and Churachandpur and
Chandel for about 39 km long and then enters into Myanmar. After draining some portions of
Myanmar, it falls into the Chindwin river of Myanmar as Myitha river at Kalewa. The Heirok
river rises from the Gomi village (about 1,372 m ) and flows towards west. It drains a small
portion of the north-western corner of the district and falls into the Kharangpat(Lake). The
Sekmai river rises from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597 m) and flows towards the west and after
flowing for about 42 long it falls into the Manipur river at Sekmaijing village. The Maha river, a
tributary of Sekmai river rises from the Liwa village (1,578 m) and flows northwards for about
14 km long and joins the main stream at Unapat village. The Chakpi river rises from the
Tengnoupal Khunou village (1,580m) and flows towards the south-west for about 56 km and
falls into the Manipur river at Serou village. The Nungtuiyang river rises from Eswoiching (1,933
m) and flows westwards for about 23 km and joins the Chakpi river at Khusi Tampak village.
Another tributary of the Chakpi river, the Tuingam river rises from the Mount Nungle Vum
(2,373 m) and flows towards the north for about 35 km and falls into the main stream at
Chakpikarong. The Kahalok River starts from the Mount Njngle Vum (2,373 m) and flows
northward for about 32 km and falls into the Manipur river near Kangbung village. The
Yangdunglui river rises from Mount Poipi Vum of Myanmar and flows westward, it forms the
International boundary between the Myanmar for about 18 km long and falls into the Manipur
river. The Taret river originates from the Mount Manamyang ( Sanaching) (about 1,524 m) of
Ukhrul district and flows south east. It forms a district boundary with Ukhrul for about 24 km
and enters into Myanmar and joins with the Yu river at Hlezeik. The Nungchao Lok River rises
from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597 m) and flows northwards for about 19 km and meets the
Taret River at Maohlang village. The Lokchao river starts from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597
m) and flows towards the south-east for about 27 km in the district and enters into Myanmar
and meets the Yu river at Chaungzon. The Kompi Lok river and the Fila river are the main
tributaries of the Lokchao river. Thuidam river rises from the Lamphei Khullen (about 1,524 m)
and flows south-east. After draining for about 26 km in the district, it falls into the Yu river at
Puttha. The Tuivang or Tiwan Lam river starts from the Mount Holbol Ching (2,085 m) and flows
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eastwards for about 29 km in the district and joins with the Yu river at Minthami. The Tuisa
Dung river rises from the Aibol Joupi village (1,970m) and flows towards the east. It forms an
International boundary with Myanmar for about 32 km and falls into the Yu river at Zibyugon.
Besides, a number of revulets falling into the Yu river like Namjet Lok, Lairok, Nanpataung,
Lalim Lok, Tuito Dung, etc. also drain the eastern portions of the district.

Climate
Chandel district experiences low to moderate climate of sub-tropical monsoon type. The
summer months are hot and wet while the winter months are cold and dry in the district. The
maximum rainfalls occur due to southwest monsoon during May to August. The sunshine hours
are limited up to 5 hours during rainy season.
The temperature varies from 5o C to 35o C. The area experiences the average temperature in
the summer months from 32 o to 35 o C while in winter, the temperature is normally around 4 o
to 6 o C. January is the coldest month and April is the hottest. Fog & frost are common features
during the mornings in winter months but snowfall is rare. The average annual rainfall in the
district is 1,036 mm for last 20 years.
The types of seasons in the area are
(i) the cold season (December, January, February) (ii) the hot dry season (March, April)
(iii) the rainy season (May, June, July, August, September) (iv) the retreating monsoon season
(October, November)
Natural Economic Resources
Chandel district has lateral sandy loam, reddish in color and slightly acidic type of soil. The
mean monthly maximum temperature range from 24.2 degree Celsius in January to 36 degree
Celsius in May and the minimum range from 5 degree Celsius in January to 23.1 degree Celsius
in August. The district is mostly covered by forest and only small percentage of total
geographical area was under agricultural use (1.87 percent) and settlement (0.35 percent).
Reportedly, shifting cultivation is the most widely practiced form of agriculture in this district.
However, settled cultivation has also been practiced in this district alongside shifting
cultivation. It is worth noting that the tribal community of Machi Block in the district has
adopted improved methods of shifting cultivation to minimize the environmental degradation.
Agriculture is the main occupation of the people in Chandel. Rice is the main crop grown. Both
jhum and terrace cultivation is done in the hill slopes of the district. Though it is not an entirely
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rural economy like districts of Senapati, Tamenglong and Churachandpur, urbanization has
been a very slow process. Only 10 percent people of the district live in urban areas. Chandel
and Chakpikarong towns are the developing urban areas.
Handloom and Handicraft
Handloom and handicraft has been an indispensable part of the socio-economic life of the
people in the state of Manipur. It is a very important and the largest cottage industry, which is
labour intensive. As per the Handloom and Power loom Census conducted during the year
1996-97, Chandel has total of 13554 number of weavers, 11639 number of loom, the
consumption of yarn per month was 26,204.70 kg and the production of cloth per month was
71,615 meters. The main handloom products are Acrylic / woolen cloth such as shawl, ladies
garments, wall hanging and coverings, upholstery, hanging bags, curtains, home furnishing etc.
Handicraft products of cane and bamboo are also unique. Baskets made of cane and bamboo,
such as Likhai, Sangbai, Meruk, Morah etc. are popularly used for domestic purpose. People of
Maring tribe in Chandel are the main manufacturer of these types of baskets. Fishing
equipments like Longup, Tungbol etc. made of cane and bamboo are also famous. Despite
having the required potential, the district has been lagging behind in terms of industrial
advancement. Chandel has the lowest number of registered industrial units in the state.
Livestock and Poultry
Pig, dog, cattle etc. are reared mainly for meat. So, livestock rearing is one of the important
occupations of the people because of their food habit.
Mineral
The geological survey of India has undertaken systematic survey in the two sub-divisions in the
district. Viz, Chandel and Chakpikarong and discovered valuable minerals deposits like
limestone, copper,lignite, nickel, cromite, cobalt, asbestoses, clay, solt, etc.The mining division
has been surveying for systematic geological mapping of the district, 2,100 scale area of the
district was targeted for the systematic mapping during the 7th five- year plan in 140 sq. km. A
little quantity of Chromites is also available near the Nepali Basti of Chandel sub-division
covering an area of about 38 sq. km. and having the maximum thickness of 0.3metre.
Chandel Territory including Tengnoupal district as a regional geological point of view is
potentially rich in minerals as highlighted below. So it can be named as Chandel-Tengnoupal
Mineral belt
The district is also rich in mineral resources, most of which are yet to be explored. Chromites
deposits containing partly metallurgical grade ore have been located at Kwatha and
Khudengthabi in the district. Minor occurrences of asbestos has been reported in Moreh area,
Khwatha, Nepali basti in the district. Nickel, copper and cobalt are available in Nampesh and
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Kwatha in Chandel. So, hill areas are abundance in mineral resources, which remain
unexploited
Serpentinites as Building stone:
Serpentinites occur extensively in Chandel and Ukhrul Districts within the ophiolite belt
of Manipur extending over an area of 1100 sq.km ( about 110 km long and 5 – 15 km wide ).
The belt trends NE-SW from south of Moreh in Chandel District to north-east of Tushom in
Ukhrul Distrit up to Nagaland border and tectonically overlies the Disang sedimentary belt on
its
west
and
is
interlayered
with
Oceanic
Pelagic
Sediments.
Serpentinites are also commercially known as “Green Marble”.. It, like granite and marble, can
be processed into attractive tiles, slabs and other building blocks. It is considered that the
Serpentinites of Manipur have a huge market potential, both as finished products and in raw
forms, both within India and outside. So far Manipur is concerned, it could become a most
important mineral industry generating large scale employment and appreciable export earning.
Considering the economic and employment potentials as above, it is considered that
investigations for Serpentinites in the State could be taken up on high priority. The materials
have been tested for the cutting and polishing effects and have given good results.
Idocrase / Rhodonite:
They occur as small lensoid bodies within ultramafics in the ophiolite suites of rocks in
Ukhrul and Chandel districts. A notable deposit is located in the noerh east of Kwatha of
Chandel District. Numerous small bouldery outcrops are also found in the Kwatha and
Khudengthabi villages. Other known occurrences are located at Gamnom,, Pushing, Nampisha,
etc. They can be used as semi-precious stone and carving stone in handicraft.
Copper Mineral :
GSI had earlier reported occurrences of copper in the ophiolite of Kwatha of Chandel District
and Nampisha of Ukhrul District of Manipur. Some old pits of sulphides within foliated
Serpentinites at Sadangching (hill), 6 km in the northeast of Kwatha village were studied.
Occurrences of Malachite, Azurite and Magnetite were recorded along the weak planes. The
copper stained boulders indicated copper values ranging 2.5 – 6.75 % and Nickel values 0.20.30%.State Geology & Mining Division had also studied the copper deposits of Nampisha.
There are 3 abandoned pits and dumps of copper in the area. State DGM also located sulphide
deposits at Yentem,. The chemical analytical data indicates 1.64% of Cu.
Limestone:
Many limestone deposits have been located in the ophiolite mélange and oceanic pelagic
sediments in Ukhrul and Chandel District. Limestones are located at Toupokpi, Chakpikarong,
Pallel, Nungphura, Nungpal, Sajiktampak , Haikot of Chandel District. The limestones are
cement to SMS grades with a Proved Reserve of 9.845 million tones, Probable Reserve Reserve
of 3.441 million tones and Possible Reserve of 18.412 million tones.
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Chromite:
More than 25 occurrences of chromite have so far been located in Manipur. These are located
Kwatha, Sibong, Khudengthabi and Minou-Mangkang of Chandel District. A probable reserve of
0.38 million tones has been assessed. Chromites are of metallurgical and refractory grades.
Forestry
Chandel district comes under Tengnoupal Forest Division of the state. It has about 81 percent
forest cover of the total geographical area. The dense forest on Myanmar border has valuable
teak tree in abundance. Forest provides firewood, charcoal, wood and many other forest
resources
Forest Cover Chandel
Are in Sq.km.
District

Geo.
Area.

Very Dense Moderately Open
Forest
Dense
Forest
Forest
Chandel
2100
08
581
1155
Source: Statistical Booklet of Manipur Forest

Total
Forest
Cover
1744

Details of Notified Reserve forest in district
Name of the Reserved Area covered Total Area in the
SL
District
forests
(sq. km.)
district (sq. km.)
1

Chandel (Forest (i) Yangenching
Division
(ii) Kangbung
Chandel)

32.56
6734

Longya

98.08

41.96

Source: Statistical Booklet of Manipur Forest, 2017(Chandel Forest Division)
Flora & Fauna
Like other hill districts of Manipur, Chandel also has varieties of flora and fauna. Various kinds
of orchids, ornamental plants and even numerous plants are abundantly grown. Some of the
medicinal plants available in Chandel are given below for information.
 Anisomeles indica (Thoiding Amuba: Manipuri)
A strongly scented shrubby plant found in Pallel area, is used as an appetizer.
 Anotis foetida (Khut-chappi: Manipuri)
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A small herb found in Sugnu and Pallel areas, its smashed roots are applied to fractured
bone which acts as a poultice of plaster of Paris for setting and healing. The same is
applied to boils.
Areca catechu (Supari: Manipuri)
A slender tall palm, cultivated in Moreh area. Paste of the nut after rubbing on the stone
with water is applied to leucodermal patches.
Brucea javanica (Heining: Manipuri)
A small deciduous tree found in Pallel, its fruits are used for diarrhoea, dysentery and
malignant malaria. Poultice of leaves is applied in skin troubles. Roots are used in bowel
complaints.
Crasscephalum crepidiodes (Terapaibi: Manipuri)

A herb found in Moreh area, whose lotion of leaves is used as a mild stomachic.
The only ape found in India , the Hoolok Gibbon locally known as Yongmu, is also found in
Chandel district. Similarly, the Slow Loris, the Stumped Tailed Macaque, the Pig Tailed Macaque
are the other rare primates that occur in the forests. Sometimes rare nocturnal carnivores, the
Clouded leopard and the Golden Cat are also sighted. The gigantic land animal, the elephant,
makes seasonal migration into the Indo-Myanmar border areas.
The Himalayan Black Bear is also found in Chandel. The rare and elusive Malayan Sun Bear is
restricted to the Unique forests in the Indo-Myanmar border areas. Herds of Bison, as well as of
Sambhar, can be seen during night in New Samtal area. Thai Pangolins can also sighted in the
Indo-Myanmar
border
areas
which
falls
under
Chandel.
Birds like Pheasant, Burmese peafowl and jungle fowls are also sighted in Chandel.
The Yangoupokpi-Lokchao Wildlife Sanctuary, a protected area network in Manipur, is situated
on the Indo-Myanmar border of Chandel. The sanctuary is the home of about 86 species of
fishes, 6 species of amphibians, 29 species of mammalians.
Minerals and mining
Apart from building materials such as sandstones, clay, pebble and gravel, no other mineral of
economic important has been found the Kangpokpi district. Hard, bedded and massive sand
stone of Disang Formation and Barail Group are extensively used for road construction and
building material. Suitable earths and alluvium along the river banks is being used as raw
material for local brick manufacturing.
The geological survey of India has undertaken systematic survey in the two sub-divisions in
thedistrict. Viz, Chandel and Chakpikarong and discovered valuable minerals deposits like
limestone,copper,lignite, nickel, cromite, cobalt, asbestoses, clay, solt, etc.The mining division
has been surveying for systematic geological mapping of the district, 2,100 scale area of the
district was targeted for the systematic mapping during the 7th five- year plan in 140 sq. km. A
little quantity of Chromites is also available near the Nepali Basti of Chandel sub-division
covering an area of about 38 sq. km. and having the maximum thickness of 0.3metre.
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Chandel Territory including Tengnoupal district as a regional geological point of view is
potentially rich in minerals as highlighted below. So it can be named as Chandel-Tengnoupal
Mineral belt
The district is also rich in mineral resources, most of which are yet to be explored. Chromites
deposits containing partly metallurgical grade ore have been located at Kwatha and
Khudengthabi in the district. Minor occurrences of asbestos has been reported in Moreh area,
Khwatha, Nepali basti in the district. Nickel, copper and cobalt are available in Nampesh and
Kwatha in Chandel. So, hill areas are abundance in mineral resources, which remain
unexploited
Serpentinites as Building stone:
Serpentinites occur extensively in Chandel and Ukhrul Districts within the ophiolite belt
of Manipur extending over an area of 1100 sq.km ( about 110 km long and 5 – 15 km wide ).
The belt trends NE-SW from south of Moreh in Chandel District to north-east of Tushom in
Ukhrul Distrit up to Nagaland border and tectonically overlies the Disang sedimentary belt on
its
west
and
is
interlayered
with
Oceanic
Pelagic
Sediments.
Serpentinites are also commercially known as “Green Marble”.. It, like granite and marble, can
be processed into attractive tiles, slabs and other building blocks. It is considered that the
Serpentinites of Manipur have a huge market potential, both as finished products and in raw
forms, both within India and outside. So far Manipur is concerned, it could become a most
important mineral industry generating large scale employment and appreciable export earning.
Considering the economic and employment potentials as above, it is considered that
investigations for Serpentinites in the State could be taken up on high priority. The materials
have been tested for the cutting and polishing effects and have given good results.
Idocrase / Rhodonite:
They occur as small lensoid bodies within ultramafics in the ophiolite suites of rocks in
Ukhrul and Chandel districts. A notable deposit is located in the noerh east of Kwatha of
Chandel District. Numerous small bouldery outcrops are also found in the Kwatha and
Khudengthabi villages. Other known occurrences are located at Gamnom,, Pushing, Nampisha,
etc. They can be used as semi-precious stone and carving stone in handicraft.
Copper Mineral :
GSI had earlier reported occurrences of copper in the ophiolite of Kwatha of Chandel District
and Nampisha of Ukhrul District of Manipur. Some old pits of sulphides within foliated
Serpentinites at Sadangching (hill), 6 km in the northeast of Kwatha village were studied.
Occurrences of Malachite, Azurite and Magnetite were recorded along the weak planes. The
copper stained boulders indicated copper values ranging 2.5 – 6.75 % and Nickel values 0.20.30%. State Geology & Mining Division had also studied the copper deposits of Nampisha.
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There are 3 abandoned pits and dumps of copper in the area. State DGM also located sulphide
deposits at Yentem,. The chemical analytical data indicates 1.64% of Cu.
Limestone:
Many limestone deposits have been located in the ophiolite mélange and oceanic pelagic
sediments in Ukhrul and Chandel District. Limestones are located at Toupokpi, Chakpikarong,
Pallel, Nungphura, Nungpal, Sajiktampak , Haikot of Chandel District. The limestones are
cement to SMS grades with a Proved Reserve of 9.845 million tones, Probable Reserve Reserve
of 3.441 million tones and Possible Reserve of 18.412 million tones.
Chromite:
More than 25 occurrences of chromite have so far been located in Manipur. These are located
Kwatha, Sibong, Khudengthabi and Minou-Mangkang of Chandel District. A probable reserve of
0.38 million tones has been assessed. Chromites are of metallurgical and refractory grades.
Soil and Cropping pattern
Two major types of soils are found in the district, i.e. residual and transported, which cover
both the hill and plain. The residual soils are either laterised or non-laterised.
The transported soils are of two types, i.e. alluvial and organic. The soils have general clayey
texture and grey to pale brown colour. It contains a good proportion of potash and phosphate,
a fair quantity of nitrogen and organic matter and is less acidic in nature. The organic soils cover
the low lying areas of the valley. With dark grey colour and clayey loam texture, these peaty
soils have high acidity, abundance of organic matter, a good amount of nitrogen and
phosphorous but are poor in potash. The hill soils are more or less rich in organic carbon (1 to
3%) in the top soil, but poor in available phosphorus and potash. They are acidic in nature.
The oldest rocks found in the state are mainly confined in the district close to Indo- Myanmar
border and the rocks are grouped as Cretaceous rocks consisting of chromite (Epilates),
serpentine etc. It is observed that Inceptisols are the dominant soils followed by Utisols,
Entisols and Alfisols and occupy 38.4%, 36.4%, and 23.1% of the total geographical area of
Manipur respectively.
Main Soil classification in the district is
i) Older alluvial soil
ii) Red gravelly sandy and loamy soil
iii) Peaty and saline soil
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Agriculture
Chandel district has lateral sandy loam, reddish in color and slightly acidic type of soil. The
mean monthly maximum temperature range from 24.2 degree Celsius in January to 36 degree
Celsius in May and the minimum range from 5 degree Celsius in January to 23.1 degree Celsius
in August. The district is mostly covered by forest and only small percentage of total
geographical area was under agricultural use (1.87 percent) and settlement (0.35 percent).
Reportedly, shifting cultivation is the most widely practiced form of agriculture in this district.
However, settled cultivation has also been practiced in this district alongside shifting
cultivation. It is worth noting that the tribal community of Machi Block in the district has
adopted improved methods of shifting cultivation to minimize the environmental degradation.
Agriculture is the main occupation of the people in Chandel. Rice is the main crop grown. Both
jhum and terrace cultivation is done in the hill slopes of the district. Though it is not an entirely
rural economy like districts of Senapati, Tamenglong and Churachandpur, urbanization has
been a very slow process. Only 10 percent people of the district live in urban areas. Chandel
and Chakpikarong towns are the developing urban areas.

Chandel district has following subdivisions
1. Chandel
2. Chakpikarong
3. Khengjoy
*Info: District website of Chandel
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Salient Features of Chandel District :
Details of the Area
District & State

Chandel & Manipur

Subdivision & Taluka (Circles)

3 Nos.

Villages

264 villages

Area of district

2100 Sq. Km

Minerals in district

Sandstone, Alluvium ,Clay

Category

‘B’

Geographical Co-ordinates

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE [E]

[N]
23050‘Nand 24o37"N

93o46" E to 93o26"E

Accessibility
Road Connectivity
Rail Connectivity

NH102 Imphal to Tamu, SH Imphal to Minthami,Signu to
Tamu,Churchandpur to Pantha & Tiddin road are major
roads in the district.
Not Available

Airport

Bir Tikendrajit International Airport (Nearest Airport)

General Climatic Conditions
Wind Pattern during study period
Maximum Temperature
Minimum Temperature
Average Annual Rainfall (mm)

Northwest- Southeast
Summer

: 28 – 30 0C

Winter

: 22 – 0 0C

Summer

: 28 – 30 0C

Winter

: 22 – 0 0C

2010 mm (last 4 years average)

Details of the Project
Elevation

Its average elevation is about 790m-3050 m above the
sea level.

Historical / Important Places
Archaeological/Historical/Ancient

There are four archeological /historical places is notified.
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Monuments within district

Chandel District:
Sl.
No.

Historical
Site/Monument

Year of
Protection

1

Shrine of Lord
Wangbrel
Pond
of
Lord
Wangbrel
Boulder of Lord
Wangbrel
Megalithic Site

2004

2
3
4

- do - do - do -

Location

Anal
village
Anal
village
Anal
village
Anal
village

Khullen
Khullen
Khullen
Khullen

Names of the national park, sanctuary Yangoupokpi-Lokchao Wld life sanctuary is notified vide
Biosphere reserve, Tiger Reserve, S.O. 3310 dated 14.10.2016.
Elephant

reserve,

(RF/PF/Unclassified)

Forest The extent of Eco-sensitive Zone is varies from zero to 7.8

kilometres from the boundary of the Yangoupokpi Lokchao
Wildlife Sanctuary and the extent of Eco-sensitive Zone is zero
kilometre from East of the Wildlife Sanctuary, which shares 35
kilometre long eastern Indo-Myanmar international boundary
and the area of Eco- sensitive Zone is 25,300 hectare.
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2.0

Overview of Mining Activity in the district :

Chandel district is rich in minor minerals such as building stone and sand. Mining activity is
proposed to be one of the main revenue source for the district.
District has to allot new mining leases based on potentials and applications. There are no
temporary permits working within the district as per information recorded in the district mining
committee in the month of March 2020. However one letter of intent was awarded in the
district by Directorate of Trade and Commerce, Govt. of Manipur (Source info. District Collector, Chandel )
There are potential locations of sand leases over Sekmai,Manipur,Lokchao,Chakpi,
Thuidam,Tiwan Lam, Kahal Lok,Kampi Lok, Maha river, Nungtuyang river and Yangdung Lui river
rivers where sand/pebble deposition are allowed from replenishment and other safety point of
view in the district. (Source info. District Collector, Chandel ).
Villages marked on the district geological map is as below :
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3.0 List of the Mining Leases in the district with Location, area and period of validity :
As per the Manipur Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 2012 of Government of Manipur and
amendments there of , Sand leases and permits are identified for mineable depth considering
impact of sand scooping on ground water availability and stream. Directorate of Commerce &
Industries, Government of Manipur and his competent officer will complete further procedures
for auction/allotment of sand leases as defined in Chapter IV & V of Manipur Minor Mineral
Concession Rules, 2012 of Government of Manipur and amendments there of .
Directorate of Commerce & Industries, Government of Manipur is the holder for these sand
concession leases for auction/allotment of leases. After auction of these Mineral Concession
Leases for period specified as Manipur Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 2012 of Government of
Manipur and amendments there of, all rights to comply the terms and conditions for scooping
of sand from sand leases are transferred to Successful Bidder/allottee.
Chandel district is rich in minor minerals such as building stone and sand. Mining activity is
proposed to be one of the main revenue source for the district.
District has to allot new mining leases based on potentials and applications. There are no
temporary permits working within the district as per information recorded in the district mining
committee in the month of March 2020. However one letter of intent was awarded in the
district by Directorate of Trade and Commerce, Govt. of Manipur (Source info. District Collector, Chandel )
There are potential locations of sand leases over Sekmai,Manipur,Lokchao,Chakpi,
Thuidam,Tiwan Lam, Kahal Lok,Kampi Lok, Maha river, Nungtuyang river and Yangdung Lui river
rivers where sand/pebble deposition are allowed from replenishment and other safety point of
view in the district. (Source info. District Collector, Chandel ).
List of the Mineral Concession Leases for sand & Stone with location, area and period of validity
is tabled below.
Not allotted till date by district administration of Chandel . However one letter of intent was
awarded in the district by Directorate of Trade and Commerce, Govt. of Manipur.
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Location of Sand Leases along the Rivers in the district are marked as :
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4.0 Detail of Royalty/Revenue received in last four years from Sand Scooping activity:
Financial Year
Revenue in Rs. Lakhs
F.Y. 2015-16
Nil
F.Y. 2016-17
Nil
F.Y. 2017-18
Nil
F.Y. 2018-19
Nil
F.Y. 2019-20
Nil
F.Y. 2020-21
Nil
(Being no mining activity is continued since last Six years)
5.0 Details of Production of Sand or Bajri or minor mineral in last four Years
Financial Year
F.Y.
F.Y.
F.Y.
F.Y.
F.Y.
F.Y.

2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21

Scooping of River
Bed Sand in Cum.
0
0
0
0
0
0

Scooping of River
Bed Sand in Tonnes
0
0
0
0
0
0

6.0 Process of Deposition of Sediments in the rivers of the District :
Sand/Pebbles are replenishable. Due to sparse rainfall over the last few years the river
flows to an average height but flows to its maximum height only during and just after monsoon
season. Mining of Building Grade sand from the river bed will not have any impact on the
ground water body in the area. During heavy rains the floodwaters overflow the bank and
inundate the fields and dry regions. The floods have its own ways of depositing sand not only at
the bank but also on the dry surface region. Added to the deposition of sand on the river basin
by stratification through lateral deposition of sands on the land surface is by Differential Lateral
Deposition (DLD). The later grade is coarse, medium and fine sand to mud and soil beyond. In
this soil, agricultural operation goes on from the bank to the cultivated land surface.
The yearly deposition of sand is by natural filling during flood season with slight
variation depending upon the amount of river flow, the quantity of water flowing and the
amount of sand load carried during the river flow. The deposition pattern will be monitored
every year & measurements will be carried out as soon as the monsoon comes to an end.
Deposition rate for the year 2020-21 is monitored, calculated and mapped with the help
of technical consultant. Data for gauging of stream is mapped and enclosed below. Data for
Siltation is mapped and enclosed ..
Based on siltation rate and survey every year sand ghats are proposed for scooping of
sand and auctioned as per the State Government Policy empowered under rule 15 of Mines and
Minerals (Development and Regulation) Act 1957 and amendments thereof.
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Sediment refers to the conglomerate of materials, organic and inorganic, that can be carried
away by water, wind or ice. While the term is often used to indicate soil-based, mineral matter
(e.g. clay, silt ,pebbles and sand), decomposing organic substances and inorganic biogenic
material are also considered sediment . Most mineral sediment comes from erosion and
weathering, while organic sediment is typically detritus and decomposing material such as
algae.

Sediment particles come in different sizes and can be inorganic or organic in origin.
These particulates are typically small, with clay defined as particles less than 0.00195 mm in
diameter, and coarse sand reaching up only to 1.5 mm in diameter. However, during a flood or
other high flow event, even large rocks can be classified as sediment as they are carried
downstream . Sediment is a naturally occurring element in many bodies of water, though it can
be influenced by anthropogenic factors .
In an aquatic environment, sediment can either be suspended (floating in the water column) or
bedded (settled on the bottom of a body of water)
In other words water flow tries to scour its surface whenever it flows in the channel. Silt or
gravels enen larger boulders are detached from its bed or banks. The moving water sweeps
these detached particles in downstream along its flow. Silting and scouring is not very
uncommon and must be avoided by proper designs. It reduces supply level of water. The
channel section gets reduced by silt and reduces discharging capacity. Sediments seriously
threatens various projects due to silt carried out by rivers up to point of interceptions.
Sediment is also threatening denudation of forests. Sediment is a major obstruction on the flow
line . It shorten longevity of channel. It causes soil erosion. Therefore data base must be needed
for policy making and planning.
Sediments are calculated as sediment load. There are three types of sediments
Coarse Sediments

Particle size above 0.2mm

Medium Sediments

Particle size ranging 0.075mm-0.2mm

Fine Sediments

Particle size less than 0.075mm
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Water sample passing through 100/72 mesh sieve
(BSS). Residue over sieve is washed, dried and
weighed It gives coarse sediments in gm/lit
After removal of coarse sediments residual water
passed through 200mesh sieve (BSS), we get
medium sements
Filtrate and washing residue allowed to settle for
12hrs. About 5-10 % alum solution is added to
hasten coagulation of colloidal silt Using Whatman
Paper no02 filter paper, residue is filtered, dried
and weighed. We will get fine sediments in gm/lit

Co relation between Siltation & Sediment Load
Siltation is deposition by fine particulate terrestrial clastic material, with a particle size
dominated by silt or clay. It refers both to the increased concentration of suspended sediments,
and to the increased accumulation (temporary or permanent) of fine sediments on bottoms
where they are undesirable. Siltation is most often caused by soil erosion or sediment spill.
Sometimes siltation is called sediment pollution.

The total Sediment load includes all particles moving as bedload, suspended load, and wash load

Bedload
Bedload is the portion of sediment transport that rolls, slides or bounces along the bottom of a
waterway. This sediment is not truly suspended, as it sustains intermittent contact with the
streambed, and the movement is neither uniform nor continuous . Bedload occurs when the
force of the water flow is strong enough to overcome the weight and cohesion of the sediment
While the particles are pushed along, they typically do not move as fast as the water around
them, as the flow rate is not great enough to fully suspend them. Bedload transport can occur
during low flows (smaller particles) or at high flows (for larger particles). Approximately 5-20%
of total sediment transport is bedload . In situations where the flow rate is strong enough,
some of the smaller bedload particles can be pushed up into the water column and become
suspended.
Suspended Load
While there is often overlap, the suspended load and suspended sediment are not the same
thing. Suspended sediment are any particles found in the water column, whether the water is
flowing or not. The suspended load, on the other hand, is the amount of sediment carried
downstream within the water column by the water flow. Suspended loads require moving
water, as the water flow creates small upward currents (turbulence) that keep the particles
above the bed . The size of the particles that can be carried as suspended load is dependent on
the flow rate . Larger particles are more likely to fall through the upward currents to the
bottom, unless the flow rate increases, increasing the turbulence at the streambed. In addition,
suspended sediment will not necessarily remain suspended if the flow rate slows.
Wash Load
The wash load is a subset of the suspended load. This load is comprised of the finest suspended
sediment (typically less than 0.00195 mm in diameter). The wash load is differentiated from the
suspended load because it will not settle to the bottom of a waterway during a low or no flow
period. Instead, these particles remain in permanent suspension as they are small enough to
bounce off water molecules and stay afloat. However, during flow periods, the wash load and
suspended load are indistinguishable.
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Turbidity in lakes and slow moving rivers is typically due the wash load. When the flow rate
increases (increasing the suspended load and overall sediment transport), turbidity also
increases. While turbidity cannot be used to estimate sediment transport, it can approximate
suspended sediment concentrations at a specific location.
River Dynamics (Physical)
Imphal, Rodak, Irang Rivers are in the matured stage of development running in wide
serpentine course. The river meanders with convex & concave shape. The river in its course
impinges on convex side. The concave side abounds with sand grain. The mining operation is
most profitable on the concave side.
There is yearly deposition of sand/pebbles as the amount of sand excavated gets redeposit in
the pits by natural filing during flood season with slight variation depending upon the amount
of river flow, the quantity of water flowing and the amount of sand load carried during the river
flow. The deposition pattern will be monitored every year & measurements will be carried out
as soon as the monsoon comes to an end and fresh excavation will be carried.
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Stream Flow Guage Map for rivers in Chandel district :

*cum/min
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Siltation Map for rivers in Chandel district :
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7. General Profile of the district :
Chandel District came into existence on May 13, 1974. The District lies in the south-eastern part
of Manipur at 24o40′ N Latitude and 93o50′ E Longitude. It is the border district of the state with
an area of 2,100 sq. km. Its neighbors are Myanmar (erstwhile Burma) on the south and east,
Tengnoupal district on the north, Churachandpur district on the south and west, and Thoubal
district on the north. It is about 64 km. away from Imphal. The National Highway No. 39 passes
through this district.
Chandel district which occupies the south eastern corner of the state lies between latitudes
23050‘6.81"N to 24o37"54.55"N and longitudes 93o46"46"12" E to 94o 26.6"E approximately.
The district is inhabited by several communities. It is sparsely inhabited by about 20 different
tribes. They are scattered all over the district. Prominent tribes in the district are Anal,
Lamkang, Kuki, Moyon, Monsang, Chothe, Thadou, Paite, Maring and Zou etc. There are also
other communities like Meiteis, and Muslims (Meitei Pangal) in small numbers as compared to
the tribes. Non-Manipuris like Nepalis, Tamils, Bengalis, Punjabis and Biharis are also settled in
this district.
Chandel District is geologically one of the least explored district of Manipur state. It is situated
in the southeastern part of the state bordering with the Union Socialist Republic of Myanmar.
The hill ranges of this district are the southward extension of the Naga –Patkoi hils from the
North and northeast, and continue southward as the Chin Hills forming an integral part of the
Indo-Myanmar Ranges (IMR). The structural and tectonic pattern of this district is, therefore,
transitional between the NE-SW trending pattern of the Naga-Patkoi hills and the N-S trend of
the Chin Hills.
The district with 264 villages has divided into three sub micro regions on the basis of geology,
soils, climate, topography and natural vegetation.
1. Chandel Western Hilly Regions- The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Tengnoupal district and small part of the Chandel district. The
region is drained by the rivers Taret and Lokchao flowing towards east.
2. Chandel eastern Hilly Regions- The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Tengnoupal district and small part of the Chandel district.
3. Chandel Southern Hilly Regions -The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Chakpikarong subdivision of Candel district.
Subdivisions:
1. Chandel
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2. Chakpikarong
3. Khengjoy
Khenjoi subdivision is newly created subdivision and blessed with rich flora and fauna with
special climatic conditions from ecological point of view as detailed below
About Khenjoi Subdivision
Sub-Division Profile
Located at a distance of 180 km. from the capital city, Imphal and 110 km. from the district
headquarter, Khengjoi is one of the three sub-divisions under Chandel district, Manipur. With
2(two) Tribal Development Blocks under its jurisdiction, namely Khengjoi T.D. Block and
Khangbarol T.D. Block, Khengjoi sub-division was bifurcated from Chakpikarong sub-division in
2011 for administrative convenience. Except for a couple of villages, the sub-division is
predominantly inhabited by Kuki tribes, which is one of the major tribal groups residing in
Manipur. At present, there are 127 villages under the administrative head of the sub-division. In
the south and south-east, it shares an international boundary with Myanmar (erstwhile Burma).
Flora and Fauna
One of the distinct geographical features of Khengjoi sub-division is that the hills that are
covered with beautiful pine trees, bamboos and several other types of plant constitute a major
portion of its geographical area. In other words, the sub-division is basically a hilly region which
offers a serene and picturesque view that has the potential of being developed as a major
tourist spot and thus providing a significant contribution towards the economy of the state.
Being a hilly region, it is also home to several species of fauna such as wild boar, deer, wild cats
locally known as keijenglang, mithun ( a semi-wild bovine) etc.
Joupi
It is a village situated 50 km. away from the district headquarter. What makes Joupi unique
from the rest of the villages under Khengjoi sub-division is the fact that it receives a substantial
amount of rainfall throughout the year. Most of the days, rain-laden clouds cover the slopes of
the surrounding hills and thus the atmosphere remains foggy throughout the day. Hence, the
region enjoys a very cool temperate climate throughout the year. In those days when the sky
becomes distinctly clear, one can experience the uniqueness of the village in its natural and
pristine beauty. Clearly, there is no doubt in equating the climate of the village with that of a
hill station. Sugnu is the nearest town from Joupi. Presently, 29 Assam Rifles of 28 Sector Assam
Rifles under the aegis of HQ IGAR(South) is stationed in the village. Their presence in the region
has created a conducive and secure environment in and around the village. Apart from
functioning as the sentinel for the villagers, they are also actively involved in social activities
such as organising free medical camps, extending help to villagers at times of natural
disasters/calamities, etc.
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Mombi
Mombi, a village situated about 25 km. towards south from the district headquarter, holds a
historical significance in the collective consciousness of the Kuki tribal population. As an act of
commemorating the forefathers of Kukis who stood up and fought valiantly then chief of
Mombi, held his ground and stood firmly in defiance. Remembering his act of valour and
sacrifices, his statue was erected on the top of a hill at Mombi. The life-size statue was unveiled
in 2010 by ex-MLA Bijoy Koijam who was also the Deputy Chairman of State Planning Board.
Molcham
It is a village situated at the Indo-Myanmar border. Due to its proximity to Myanmar, the village
is characterised by plain topography with warm and humid climate.
Chandel district has following subdivisions
1. Chandel
2. Chakpikarong
3. Khengjoy
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Location Map of District :

*This map is for illustration purpose only.
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8.0 Land Utilization Pattern in the District : Forest, Agriculture, Horticulture, Mining etc:
Land Use Map for Chandel district is as below:
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Area Statistics of Land Use in Chandel District,Manipur
Sr. No. Land Use Class
Area (Ha)
1 Agricultural Land
8726.74
2 Barren Rocky
14216.91
3 Current Shifting Cultivation
7170.50
4 Deciduous
175.31
5 Evergreen/ Semi Evergreen
92859.58
6 Forest Plantation
4148.07
7 Gullied/Ravinous Land
4590.17
8 Mining
1108.86
9 Rann
5289.50
10 Rivers/ Streams/Canals
1336.87
11 Salt Affected Land
4966.17
12 Sandy Area
2725.46
13 Scrub Forest
35832.34
14 Scrub Land
14963.19
15 Urban
4290.32
Total Area
202400.00

Irrigation
Irrigation

Area (% Cultivable)

Net Irrigated area

--

Gross irrigated area

--

Rainfed area

7.92

Agriculture Crops:
Major

field

crops Area in (‘000ha) by Major field crops Irrigation

cultivated (Kharif)

Rainfed /Irrigated

cultivated (Rabi)

Paddy (Jhum)

5.0

Paddy (Jhum)

-

Paddy (Rainfed)

2.7

Paddy (Rainfed)

-

Maiz

2.0

Maiz

-

Mustard

-

Mustard

1.7

Groundnut

0.8

Groundnut

-

Soyabean

0.21

Soyabean

-

Pea

-

Pea

0.35
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Ricebran

1.5

RIcebran

-

Sesame

0.2

Sesame

-

Sugarcane

0.14

Sugarcane

-

# Source Agriculture Plan Chandel (ICAR-CRIDA)

Horticulture :
Horticulture Crops (Fruits)

Area in (‘000ha)

Fruits (Citrus,Banana,

7.84

Passion Fruit)
Horticulture Crops (Vegetables)/Others

Area in (‘000ha)

Vegetables (Colecrops,Potato,Chilli,Turmeric,

5.74

Ginger,Squash,Hatkora,Coriander,Arium)
Plantation Crop (Coconut,Cashew)

0.61

# Source Agriculture Plan Chandel (ICAR-CRIDA)

Mining :
Area under Mining

Area in ha

River Bed Sand/Pebble/Stone

6.5 (Mine Lease is not allotted yet, LoI
issued)

# Source Department of Trade & Industries, Govt. of Manipur

9.0 Physiography of the District :
Topographically, the district consists of rugged hilly terrain sloping towards the east and west. A
big range stretching in the middle of the district from north to south as high as 2,373 metres at
Nangte Vum divides the two river systems., one flowing towards eastward and falling into the
Yu river of Myanmar and the another one flows westwards falling into the Manipur river.
Chandel district is divided into 3 hilly regions. They are – 1) Western Hilly Region, ii) Eastern
Hilly Region, and iii) Southern Hilly Region. The western hilly region consists of three
subdivisions covering more than half each of the Tengnoupal and Machi sub-divisions of
Tengnoupal district and major part of Chandel sub/division. There are 4 small hill ranges
stretching east-west. The important peaks of this region are Eawoiching (1,933m), Sita Chingjao
(1,597 m), Anal Khullen (1,580 m), Mittong Khullen (1,578m), Tollen (1,543 m),
Charanging(1,536 m ), Anal Khullen (1,447 m ), Khudei Khunou( 1,316m ) etc. The eastern hilly
region occupies the north eastern corner of the district and consists of small portions each of
three sub-divisions. The major peaks of this region are Khangbung (1,562 m), Larong Khunou
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(1,241 m), Dolaibung (1,196 m), Narum (1,097 m), Sibong (839 m), Jitahang ching (745m ), etc.
The southern hilly region occupies the entire Chakpikarong sub-division and very small portions
each of Chandel subdivision and Tengnoupal distrct. In this region, some small springs
(maximum height upto 150 ft) occur in the south-eastern corner, Nungle Vum (2,373 m), Holbol
Ching ( 2,085 m), Lungpon Ching (1,763 m ), Klaichin Bung (1,707 m), Sheikui (1,593m), Kholen
Khailet(1,561 m), Aibol Joupi (1,401m),etc.are the main peaks of the region.

River Inventory of the district :
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Basin Map for Chandel district is drawn as:
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Confluence Points for the rivers in the district :

Major rivers are not confluencing in the district
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Sekmai River flowing through Chandel district: Toposheet 83h/15,83L/3
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Chakpi River flowing through district:

*As some toposheets are restricted,some river runs cannot be plotted.
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Manipur River flowing through district:

*As some toposheets are restricted,some river runs cannot be plotted.
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River streams flowing through district:
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Sekmai River :

40

Manipur River:

41

Chakpi River
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High Flood Level Map for Chandel District :
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As per Enforcement and monitoring guidelines January 2020, a detailed L- Section and Cross
Sections at specified locations are drawn over the rivers running length passing through
Chandel district for Manipur,Sekmai & Chakpi

Length of all above rivers passing through the district is as below
S.No.

Name

of Total Length in

River/Stream

the

district

Km)
11.95 Km

1

Sekmai River

2

Manipur River

34.68 Km

3

Chakpi River

66.33 Km
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(in

L & C – Sections for Mnaipur river passing through Chandel district :

# Refer hard copy for visibility of drawings
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L & C – Sections for Sekmai river passing through Chandel district :

# Refer hard copy for visibility of drawings
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L & C – Sections for Chakpi river passing through Chandel district :

# Refer hard copy for visibility of drawings
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10.0 Rain Fall Data for Chandel district:
The average annual rainfall in the district is 1,036 mm for last 20 years.
Average rainfall for Chandel district is 2010 mm per year(as per last 04 years data). Rainfall data
recorded for last three years is tabulated below :

Year

2016

2017

2018

Month

Rainfall in mm Chandel

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug

2.1
2.5
29.6
470
510
462
510
114.26
70.2
3.6
2.8
0.6
1.8
13.6
131.3
138.4
257.4
481.6
510
248.4
112.4
180.7
1.2
23
5.25
0.4
15.83
64.4
193.8
663.2
146.9
441.8
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Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
2019
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Average Average
Rainfall Rainfall/Year

76.8
56.92
0.5
0
1.2
0.3
21.2
18
603
669
236
421
85
42.8
1.2
0.5
2010.41

11.00 Geology* and Mineral Wealth:

Mineral
The geological survey of India has undertaken systematic survey in the two sub-divisions in
thedistrict. Viz, Chandel and Chakpikarong and discovered valuable minerals deposits like
limestone,copper,lignite, nickel, cromite, cobalt, asbestoses, clay, solt, etc.The mining division
has been surveying for systematic geological mapping of the district, 2,100 scale area of the
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district was targeted for the systematic mapping during the 7th five- year plan in 140 sq. km. A
little quantity of Chromites is also available near the Nepali Basti of Chandel sub-division
covering an area of about 38 sq. km. and having the maximum thickness of 0.3metre.
Chandel Territory including Tengnoupal district as a regional geological point of view is
potentially rich in minerals as highlighted below. So it can be named as Chandel-Tengnoupal
Mineral belt
The district is also rich in mineral resources, most of which are yet to be explored. Chromites
deposits containing partly metallurgical grade ore have been located at Kwatha and
Khudengthabi in the district. Minor occurrences of asbestos has been reported in Moreh area,
Khwatha, Nepali basti in the district. Nickel, copper and cobalt are available in Nampesh and
Kwatha in Chandel. So, hill areas are abundance in mineral resources, which remain
unexploited
Serpentinites as Building stone:
Serpentinites occur extensively in Chandel and Ukhrul Districts within the ophiolite belt
of Manipur extending over an area of 1100 sq.km ( about 110 km long and 5 – 15 km wide ).
The belt trends NE-SW from south of Moreh in Chandel District to north-east of Tushom in
Ukhrul Distrit up to Nagaland border and tectonically overlies the Disang sedimentary belt on
its
west
and
is
interlayered
with
Oceanic
Pelagic
Sediments.
Serpentinites are also commercially known as “Green Marble”.. It, like granite and marble, can
be processed into attractive tiles, slabs and other building blocks. It is considered that the
Serpentinites of Manipur have a huge market potential, both as finished products and in raw
forms, both within India and outside. So far Manipur is concerned, it could become a most
important mineral industry generating large scale employment and appreciable export earning.
Considering the economic and employment potentials as above, it is considered that
investigations for Serpentinites in the State could be taken up on high priority. The materials
have been tested for the cutting and polishing effects and have given good results.
Idocrase / Rhodonite:
They occur as small lensoid bodies within ultramafics in the ophiolite suites of rocks in
Ukhrul and Chandel districts. A notable deposit is located in the noerh east of Kwatha of
Chandel District. Numerous small bouldery outcrops are also found in the Kwatha and
Khudengthabi villages. Other known occurrences are located at Gamnom,, Pushing, Nampisha,
etc. They can be used as semi-precious stone and carving stone in handicraft.
Copper Mineral :
GSI had earlier reported occurrences of copper in the ophiolite of Kwatha of Chandel District
and Nampisha of Ukhrul District of Manipur. Some old pits of sulphides within foliated
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Serpentinites at Sadangching (hill), 6 km in the northeast of Kwatha village were studied.
Occurrences of Malachite, Azurite and Magnetite were recorded along the weak planes. The
copper stained boulders indicated copper values ranging 2.5 – 6.75 % and Nickel values 0.20.30%. State Geology & Mining Division had also studied the copper deposits of Nampisha.
There are 3 abandoned pits and dumps of copper in the area. State DGM also located sulphide
deposits at Yentem,. The chemical analytical data indicates 1.64% of Cu.
Limestone:
Many limestone deposits have been located in the ophiolite mélange and oceanic pelagic
sediments in Ukhrul and Chandel District. Limestones are located at Toupokpi, Chakpikarong,
Pallel, Nungphura, Nungpal, Sajiktampak , Haikot of Chandel District. The limestones are
cement to SMS grades with a Proved Reserve of 9.845 million tones, Probable Reserve Reserve
of 3.441 million tones and Possible Reserve of 18.412 million tones.
Chromite:
More than 25 occurrences of chromite have so far been located in Manipur. These are located
Kwatha, Sibong, Khudengthabi and Minou-Mangkang of Chandel District. A probable reserve of
0.38 million tones has been assessed. Chromites are of metallurgical and refractory grades.
* Geological resource map of Chandelis not yet divided by authorities.

Chandel district is rich in minor minerals such as building stone and sand. Mining activity is
proposed to be one of the main revenue source for the district.
District has to allot new mining leases based on potentials and applications. There are no
temporary permits working within the district as per information recorded in the district mining
committee in the month of March 2020. However one letter of intent was awarded in the
district by Directorate of Trade and Commerce, Govt. of Manipur (Source info. District Collector, Chandel )
There are potential locations of sand leases over Sekmai,Manipur,Lokchao,Chakpi,
Thuidam,Tiwan Lam, Kahal Lok,Kampi Lok, Maha river, Nungtuyang river and Yangdung Lui river
rivers where sand/pebble deposition are allowed from replenishment and other safety point of
view in the district. (Source info. District Collector, Chandel ).
Mineral

Mineable Reserves in Million Tonnes

Stone/Sand (Exposed river bed)

0.16(Approx.) Based on river potential of
district
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Geological Map For Chandel District :

# Source Geological Survey of India
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District wise details of river or stream and other sand sources:
District is merged between Yu & Manipur river basins. Western -Central part of district (6/10th
Pat) is a part of Manipur Basin comprising Manipur-Sekmai-Chakpi river watershed whereas
Some

eastern

part

of

district

forms

a

part

of

Yu

river

basin

comprising

Thuidam,Kampilok,Tiwan Lam and Yangdung lui rivers watershed
District river inventory is sketched below :

There are eleven major rivers draining across the district viz. Sekmai,Manipur,Lokchao,Chakpi,
Thuidam,Tiwan Lam, Kahal Lok,Kampi Lok, Maha river, Nungtuyang river and Yangdung Lui river
Manipur river has flows across Western boundary of district. Other rivers of the district are
Chakpi and Sekmai flowing along Centre of the district and Yangdunh lui river flowing along
southern boundary of district .
All the sand/stone deposits are on Manipur,Sekmai, Chakpi anf Youngdung Lui river water shed.
Only exposed sand/stone area allowed by administration to recommend for scooping of
sand/stone every year on satisfactory deposition keeping 2m of sand/stone as a base layer in
the river bed.
District has few crushers of stone producing mechanical sand/sized aggregates by crushing and
meeting as per IS standards for building grade sand/stone. But demand is for river bed sand
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and hence scooping of sand is a major activity to cater sand requirement to infrastructural
development. However district authority is promoting to use mechanical sand to balance
between river bed sand scooping.
District wise availability of sand and gravel or aggregate resources:
Chandel district is rich in minor minerals such as building stone and sand. Mining activity is
proposed to be one of the main revenue source for the district.
District has to allot new mining leases based on potentials and applications. There are no
temporary permits working within the district as per information recorded in the district mining
committee in the month of March 2020. However one letter of intent was awarded in the
district by Directorate of Trade and Commerce, Govt. of Manipur (Source info. District Collector, Chandel )
There are potential locations of sand leases over Sekmai,Manipur,Lokchao,Chakpi,
Thuidam,Tiwan Lam, Kahal Lok,Kampi Lok, Maha river, Nungtuyang river and Yangdung Lui river
rivers where sand/pebble deposition are allowed from replenishment and other safety point of
view in the district. (Source info. District Collector, Chandel ).
The large sized pebbles/ stone aggregates are crushed in to different sizes like
6mm,20mm,40mm, 60mm and mechanical sand.
District wise details of existing mining leases of sand and aggregates :
District administration as per rules framed by Govt. of Manipur vide Manipur Minor Mineral
Concession Rules, 2012 and amendments there of and after sought of all legal clearances
proposed to convert these mineral concession areas in to leases for 5 years minimum period to
10 years of maximum period subject to renewal clause.
No. of Leases of Sand/Stone

Total Area in ha

Mineable Reserves Available in Million
MT

Not allotted Yet by district administration

0.16(approx.) Based on river potential
of district
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Drainage System with description of main rivers:
S.No.

Name of River

Area drained in Sq. Km.

% Area drained in the
District

1

Manipur Basin rivers

1260

60.00 %

2

Yu River Basins

840

40.00 %

# Both the rivers includes their tributaries

Salient Features of important rivers and streams:
S.No. Name

of Total

River/Stream

Length

Place of Origin
in

at

the district
1

Sekmai River

(in Km)
11.95 Km

2

Manipur River

34.68 Km

3

Chakpi River

66.33 Km

Altitude
Origin

The Ingourok or Sekmai river rises from the
1600 m
hills of Chandel district, at height of about
1,600 m abovethe MSL and flows
northwestwards upto Khoiromvillage and then
followed by a canal.
Imphal or Manipur River meanders through
790m
the Manipur valley in a NW-SE direction. Its
important tributaries are the Kongba, the Iril,
the Thoubal, the Heirok Sekmai, the Khuga
and the Chakpi rivers. The Manipur River
passes through a gorge flow out of the state
to join the Chindiwin River in Myanmar.
Manipur River originates from the north of
Kangpokpi and flows southward to the
eastern side of the Loktak lake. The principal
tributaries of the river in the valley are the Iril,
Thoubal, Nambul and Nambol
Chakpi river originate from western flank
1755 m
slope at a height of 1755m AMSL having
Laimaton Cliff of Tengnoupal Khunau and
Shenam hills. It is tributary of Manipur river
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List of Sand /Stone Concession Areas:

Sl.
No.

Name of
Mineral

Name of Lessee

1
1.
2.
3.

2

3

Address &
Contact No. of
LOI Holder
4

Letter of Intent
Grant Order No. &
Date
5

Area of M.L.
to be
allotted
6

Location

7

Not allotted yet by District Administration
Stone
/Sand

*On allotment of Mine Leases List will be amended

Mineral Potential :
Boulder (MT)

Bajari (MT)

Sand(MT)

Total

Mineable

Mineral Potential
0.16 MT (Based on potential in the district.)

0.16 MT

Annual Deposition :
Annual deposition is calculated by considering watershed area in Km2 ,Annual Rainfall in mm3,,
Average Watershed slope, Drainage density in Km-1,Vegetative cover factor, Annual
precipitation in cm, mean annual runoff in cm, mean annual temperature for Manipur and
Sekmai,Chakpi

and

Thoubal

river

and
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plotted

on

district

map

as

:

#cum/min
57

#Cubic Million Meter
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Sl.
No.

Name of
Mineral

Name of Lessee

1
1.
2.
3.

2

3

Stone
/Sand

Address &
Contact No. of
LOI Holder
4

Letter of Intent
Grant Order No. &
Date
5

Area of M.L.
to be
allotted
6

Location

7

Not allotted yet by District Administration

* This potential may be revised as per approval of mining plans.Once leases are allotted by district administration of Chandel,
amendment towards above information will be made in the district survey report.
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DISTRICT SURVEY REPORT FOR CHANDEL DISTRICT
PART –B
FOR MINOR MINERALS OTHER THAN SAND MINING OR
RIVER BED MINING (PEBBLE FOR CRUSHING/OPENCAST
SURFACE MINING)
Prepared under
A] Appendix –X of MoEFCC, GoI notification S.O. 141(E) dated 15.1.2016
B] Sustainable Sand Mining Guidelines
C] MoEFCC, GoI notification S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018
D]Enforcement & Monitoring Guidelines, January 2020, MoEFCC, GoI
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1.0

Introduction :

Hon’ble Supreme Court of India vide its judgement dated February 27,2012 and further relief
amendment dated April 16,2012 directed all state, union territories and ministry of
Environment and Forest, Govt. of India, New Delhi to screen mining of minor minerals leases
within the purview of EIA notification 2006 and made requirement of environmental clearance
to minor minerals less than 5 ha compulsory.
Ministry of Environment & Forest , GoI vide its office Memorandum L-11011/47/2011.IA.II(M)
dated 18.05.2012 directed mass to comply Ho’ble Supreme Court decision.
Further streamlining of environmental clearance procedures, MOEFCC, GoI amended EIA
notification 2006 vide S.O. 141(E) dated 15.01.2016 where procedure for preparation of District
Survey Report (DSR) for minor minerals has been prescribed.
Further the procedure for preparation of DSR and format is amended vide MOEFCC notification
S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018.
The subjected DSR is defined at “ Appendix -X (See Paragraph 7(iii)(a)” of the notification
S.O.141(E)dated 15.01.2016 and S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018.
This District survey report comply the environmental & monitoring guidelines issued by
MoEFCC, GoI, New Delhi published in January 2020.
Accordingly this document is prepared by Secretary,Water Resources,State of Manipur on
behalf of District Collector of Chandel, Secretary, Water Resources,State of Manipur is
empowered to change,modify and amend the District Survey Report for District of
Imphal(West)
This District Survey Report will be utilized for assessing the minor minerals proposals of the
district for grant of minor mineral leases, their feasibility and for grant of environmental
clearances by the designated authorities.
Brief Introduction of Chandel district :
Chandel District came into existence on May 13, 1974. The District lies in the south-eastern part
of Manipur at 24o40′ N Latitude and 93o50′ E Longitude. It is the border district of the state with
an area of 2,100 sq. km. Its neighbors are Myanmar (erstwhile Burma) on the south and east,
Tengnoupal district on the north, Churachandpur district on the south and west, and Thoubal
district on the north. It is about 64 km. away from Imphal. The National Highway No. 39 passes
through this district.
Chandel district which occupies the south eastern corner of the state lies between latitudes
23050‘6.81"N to 24o37"54.55"N and longitudes 93o46"46"12" E to 94o 26.6"E approximately.
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The district is inhabited by several communities. It is sparsely inhabited by about 20 different
tribes. They are scattered all over the district. Prominent tribes in the district are Anal,
Lamkang, Kuki, Moyon, Monsang, Chothe, Thadou, Paite, Maring and Zou etc. There are also
other communities like Meiteis, and Muslims (Meitei Pangal) in small numbers as compared to
the tribes. Non-Manipuris like Nepalis, Tamils, Bengalis, Punjabis and Biharis are also settled in
this district.
Chandel District is geologically one of the least explored district of Manipur state. It is situated
in the southeastern part of the state bordering with the Union Socialist Republic of Myanmar.
The hill ranges of this district are the southward extension of the Naga –Patkoi hils from the
North and northeast, and continue southward as the Chin Hills forming an integral part of the
Indo-Myanmar Ranges (IMR). The structural and tectonic pattern of this district is, therefore,
transitional between the NE-SW trending pattern of the Naga-Patkoi hills and the N-S trend of
the Chin Hills.
The district with 264 villages has divided into three sub micro regions on the basis of geology,
soils, climate, topography and natural vegetation.
1. Chandel Western Hilly Regions- The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Tengnoupal district and small part of the Chandel district. The
region is drained by the rivers Taret and Lokchao flowing towards east.
2. Chandel eastern Hilly Regions- The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Tengnoupal district and small part of the Chandel district.
3. Chandel Southern Hilly Regions -The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Chakpikarong subdivision of Candel district.
Subdivisions:
1. Chandel
2. Chakpikarong
3. Khengjoy
Khenjoi subdivision is newly created subdivision and blessed with rich flora and fauna with
special climatic conditions from ecological point of view as detailed below
About Khenjoi Subdivision
Sub-Division Profile
Located at a distance of 180 km. from the capital city, Imphal and 110 km. from the district
headquarter, Khengjoi is one of the three sub-divisions under Chandel district, Manipur. With
2(two) Tribal Development Blocks under its jurisdiction, namely Khengjoi T.D. Block and
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Khangbarol T.D. Block, Khengjoi sub-division was bifurcated from Chakpikarong sub-division in
2011 for administrative convenience. Except for a couple of villages, the sub-division is
predominantly inhabited by Kuki tribes, which is one of the major tribal groups residing in
Manipur. At present, there are 127 villages under the administrative head of the sub-division. In
the south and south-east, it shares an international boundary with Myanmar (erstwhile Burma).
Flora and Fauna
One of the distinct geographical features of Khengjoi sub-division is that the hills that are
covered with beautiful pine trees, bamboos and several other types of plant constitute a major
portion of its geographical area. In other words, the sub-division is basically a hilly region which
offers a serene and picturesque view that has the potential of being developed as a major
tourist spot and thus providing a significant contribution towards the economy of the state.
Being a hilly region, it is also home to several species of fauna such as wild boar, deer, wild cats
locally known as keijenglang, mithun ( a semi-wild bovine) etc.
Joupi
It is a village situated 50 km. away from the district headquarter. What makes Joupi unique
from the rest of the villages under Khengjoi sub-division is the fact that it receives a substantial
amount of rainfall throughout the year. Most of the days, rain-laden clouds cover the slopes of
the surrounding hills and thus the atmosphere remains foggy throughout the day. Hence, the
region enjoys a very cool temperate climate throughout the year. In those days when the sky
becomes distinctly clear, one can experience the uniqueness of the village in its natural and
pristine beauty. Clearly, there is no doubt in equating the climate of the village with that of a
hill station. Sugnu is the nearest town from Joupi. Presently, 29 Assam Rifles of 28 Sector Assam
Rifles under the aegis of HQ IGAR(South) is stationed in the village. Their presence in the region
has created a conducive and secure environment in and around the village. Apart from
functioning as the sentinel for the villagers, they are also actively involved in social activities
such as organising free medical camps, extending help to villagers at times of natural
disasters/calamities, etc.
Mombi
Mombi, a village situated about 25 km. towards south from the district headquarter, holds a
historical significance in the collective consciousness of the Kuki tribal population. As an act of
commemorating the forefathers of Kukis who stood up and fought valiantly then chief of
Mombi, held his ground and stood firmly in defiance. Remembering his act of valour and
sacrifices, his statue was erected on the top of a hill at Mombi. The life-size statue was unveiled
in 2010 by ex-MLA Bijoy Koijam who was also the Deputy Chairman of State Planning Board.
Molcham
It is a village situated at the Indo-Myanmar border. Due to its proximity to Myanmar, the village
is characterised by plain topography with warm and humid climate.
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Drainage
More than 90% of the total geographical area is covered by hill ranges running from North-East
to South-East direction. Highest peak is in Eswani which is 8,348 ft. above msl. Three main rivers
namely (i) the Sekmai river which originates and passes through the North Eastern part of
Chandel district, (ii) Chakpikarong River which originates from Laimaton Hills and passes
through Chandel and Chakpikarong Sub-Division and (iii) the Lokchao River which flows through
Tengnoupal district.
Chandel district is drained by the two river systems. The Manipur river and its tributaries like
Chakpikarong river, Kaha Lok river and Sekmai drains the western portions while number of
small rivers falling into the Yu river of Myanmar (Burma) (atributary of Chindwin river) like Taret
river, Lokchao river, Thuidam river, Tiwan Lam river, Tuisa Dung river, etc. drain the eastern
portions of the district. The Manipur river rises from the Lakhamai village (2,473 metre) of
Senapati district and flows southward. It forms the district boundary of the Imphal West and
Thoubal for about 45 km. Bishnupur and Thoubal for about 26 km and Churachandpur and
Chandel for about 39 km long and then enters into Myanmar. After draining some portions of
Myanmar, it falls into the Chindwin river of Myanmar as Myitha river at Kalewa. The Heirok
river rises from the Gomi village (about 1,372 m ) and flows towards west. It drains a small
portion of the north-western corner of the district and falls into the Kharangpat(Lake). The
Sekmai river rises from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597 m) and flows towards the west and after
flowing for about 42 long it falls into the Manipur river at Sekmaijing village. The Maha river, a
tributary of Sekmai river rises from the Liwa village (1,578 m) and flows northwards for about
14 km long and joins the main stream at Unapat village. The Chakpi river rises from the
Tengnoupal Khunou village (1,580m) and flows towards the south-west for about 56 km and
falls into the Manipur river at Serou village. The Nungtuiyang river rises from Eswoiching (1,933
m) and flows westwards for about 23 km and joins the Chakpi river at Khusi Tampak village.
Another tributary of the Chakpi river, the Tuingam river rises from the Mount Nungle Vum
(2,373 m) and flows towards the north for about 35 km and falls into the main stream at
Chakpikarong. The Kahalok River starts from the Mount Njngle Vum (2,373 m) and flows
northward for about 32 km and falls into the Manipur river near Kangbung village. The
Yangdunglui river rises from Mount Poipi Vum of Myanmar and flows westward, it forms the
International boundary between the Myanmar for about 18 km long and falls into the Manipur
river. The Taret river originates from the Mount Manamyang ( Sanaching) (about 1,524 m) of
Ukhrul district and flows south east. It forms a district boundary with Ukhrul for about 24 km
and enters into Myanmar and joins with the Yu river at Hlezeik. The Nungchao Lok River rises
from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597 m) and flows northwards for about 19 km and meets the
Taret River at Maohlang village. The Lokchao river starts from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597
m) and flows towards the south-east for about 27 km in the district and enters into Myanmar
and meets the Yu river at Chaungzon. The Kompi Lok river and the Fila river are the main
tributaries of the Lokchao river. Thuidam river rises from the Lamphei Khullen (about 1,524 m)
and flows south-east. After draining for about 26 km in the district, it falls into the Yu river at
Puttha. The Tuivang or Tiwan Lam river starts from the Mount Holbol Ching (2,085 m) and flows
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eastwards for about 29 km in the district and joins with the Yu river at Minthami. The Tuisa
Dung river rises from the Aibol Joupi village (1,970m) and flows towards the east. It forms an
International boundary with Myanmar for about 32 km and falls into the Yu river at Zibyugon.
Besides, a number of revulets falling into the Yu river like Namjet Lok, Lairok, Nanpataung,
Lalim Lok, Tuito Dung, etc. also drain the eastern portions of the district.
Climate
Chandel district experiences low to moderate climate of sub-tropical monsoon type. The
summer months are hot and wet while the winter months are cold and dry in the district. The
maximum rainfalls occur due to southwest monsoon during May to August. The sunshine hours
are limited up to 5 hours during rainy season.
The temperature varies from 5o C to 35o C. The area experiences the average temperature in
the summer months from 32 o to 35 o C while in winter, the temperature is normally around 4 o
to 6 o C. January is the coldest month and April is the hottest. Fog & frost are common features
during the mornings in winter months but snowfall is rare. The average annual rainfall in the
district is 1,036 mm for last 20 years.
The types of seasons in the area are
(i) the cold season (December, January, February) (ii) the hot dry season (March, April)
(iii) the rainy season (May, June, July, August, September) (iv) the retreating monsoon season
(October, November)
Natural Economic Resources
Chandel district has lateral sandy loam, reddish in color and slightly acidic type of soil. The
mean monthly maximum temperature range from 24.2 degree Celsius in January to 36 degree
Celsius in May and the minimum range from 5 degree Celsius in January to 23.1 degree Celsius
in August. The district is mostly covered by forest and only small percentage of total
geographical area was under agricultural use (1.87 percent) and settlement (0.35 percent).
Reportedly, shifting cultivation is the most widely practiced form of agriculture in this district.
However, settled cultivation has also been practiced in this district alongside shifting
cultivation. It is worth noting that the tribal community of Machi Block in the district has
adopted improved methods of shifting cultivation to minimize the environmental degradation.
Agriculture is the main occupation of the people in Chandel. Rice is the main crop grown. Both
jhum and terrace cultivation is done in the hill slopes of the district. Though it is not an entirely
rural economy like districts of Senapati, Tamenglong and Churachandpur, urbanization has
been a very slow process. Only 10 percent people of the district live in urban areas. Chandel
and Chakpikarong towns are the developing urban areas.
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Handloom and Handicraft
Handloom and handicraft has been an indispensable part of the socio-economic life of the
people in the state of Manipur. It is a very important and the largest cottage industry, which is
labour intensive. As per the Handloom and Power loom Census conducted during the year
1996-97, Chandel has total of 13554 number of weavers, 11639 number of loom, the
consumption of yarn per month was 26,204.70 kg and the production of cloth per month was
71,615 meters. The main handloom products are Acrylic / woolen cloth such as shawl, ladies
garments, wall hanging and coverings, upholstery, hanging bags, curtains, home furnishing etc.
Handicraft products of cane and bamboo are also unique. Baskets made of cane and bamboo,
such as Likhai, Sangbai, Meruk, Morah etc. are popularly used for domestic purpose. People of
Maring tribe in Chandel are the main manufacturer of these types of baskets. Fishing
equipments like Longup, Tungbol etc. made of cane and bamboo are also famous. Despite
having the required potential, the district has been lagging behind in terms of industrial
advancement. Chandel has the lowest number of registered industrial units in the state.
Livestock and Poultry
Pig, dog, cattle etc. are reared mainly for meat. So, livestock rearing is one of the important
occupations of the people because of their food habit.
Mineral
The geological survey of India has undertaken systematic survey in the two sub-divisions in the
district. Viz, Chandel and Chakpikarong and discovered valuable minerals deposits like
limestone, copper,lignite, nickel, cromite, cobalt, asbestoses, clay, solt, etc.The mining division
has been surveying for systematic geological mapping of the district, 2,100 scale area of the
district was targeted for the systematic mapping during the 7th five- year plan in 140 sq. km. A
little quantity of Chromites is also available near the Nepali Basti of Chandel sub-division
covering an area of about 38 sq. km. and having the maximum thickness of 0.3metre.
Chandel Territory including Tengnoupal district as a regional geological point of view is
potentially rich in minerals as highlighted below. So it can be named as Chandel-Tengnoupal
Mineral belt
The district is also rich in mineral resources, most of which are yet to be explored. Chromites
deposits containing partly metallurgical grade ore have been located at Kwatha and
Khudengthabi in the district. Minor occurrences of asbestos has been reported in Moreh area,
Khwatha, Nepali basti in the district. Nickel, copper and cobalt are available in Nampesh and
Kwatha in Chandel. So, hill areas are abundance in mineral resources, which remain
unexploited
Serpentinites as Building stone:
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Serpentinites occur extensively in Chandel and Ukhrul Districts within the ophiolite belt
of Manipur extending over an area of 1100 sq.km ( about 110 km long and 5 – 15 km wide ).
The belt trends NE-SW from south of Moreh in Chandel District to north-east of Tushom in
Ukhrul Distrit up to Nagaland border and tectonically overlies the Disang sedimentary belt on
its
west
and
is
interlayered
with
Oceanic
Pelagic
Sediments.
Serpentinites are also commercially known as “Green Marble”.. It, like granite and marble, can
be processed into attractive tiles, slabs and other building blocks. It is considered that the
Serpentinites of Manipur have a huge market potential, both as finished products and in raw
forms, both within India and outside. So far Manipur is concerned, it could become a most
important mineral industry generating large scale employment and appreciable export earning.
Considering the economic and employment potentials as above, it is considered that
investigations for Serpentinites in the State could be taken up on high priority. The materials
have been tested for the cutting and polishing effects and have given good results.
Idocrase / Rhodonite:
They occur as small lensoid bodies within ultramafics in the ophiolite suites of rocks in
Ukhrul and Chandel districts. A notable deposit is located in the noerh east of Kwatha of
Chandel District. Numerous small bouldery outcrops are also found in the Kwatha and
Khudengthabi villages. Other known occurrences are located at Gamnom,, Pushing, Nampisha,
etc. They can be used as semi-precious stone and carving stone in handicraft.
Copper Mineral :
GSI had earlier reported occurrences of copper in the ophiolite of Kwatha of Chandel District
and Nampisha of Ukhrul District of Manipur. Some old pits of sulphides within foliated
Serpentinites at Sadangching (hill), 6 km in the northeast of Kwatha village were studied.
Occurrences of Malachite, Azurite and Magnetite were recorded along the weak planes. The
copper stained boulders indicated copper values ranging 2.5 – 6.75 % and Nickel values 0.20.30%.State Geology & Mining Division had also studied the copper deposits of Nampisha.
There are 3 abandoned pits and dumps of copper in the area. State DGM also located sulphide
deposits at Yentem,. The chemical analytical data indicates 1.64% of Cu.
Limestone:
Many limestone deposits have been located in the ophiolite mélange and oceanic pelagic
sediments in Ukhrul and Chandel District. Limestones are located at Toupokpi, Chakpikarong,
Pallel, Nungphura, Nungpal, Sajiktampak , Haikot of Chandel District. The limestones are
cement to SMS grades with a Proved Reserve of 9.845 million tones, Probable Reserve Reserve
of 3.441 million tones and Possible Reserve of 18.412 million tones.
Chromite:
More than 25 occurrences of chromite have so far been located in Manipur. These are located
Kwatha, Sibong, Khudengthabi and Minou-Mangkang of Chandel District. A probable reserve of
0.38 million tones has been assessed. Chromites are of metallurgical and refractory grades.
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Forestry
Chandel district comes under Tengnoupal Forest Division of the state. It has about 81 percent
forest cover of the total geographical area. The dense forest on Myanmar border has valuable
teak tree in abundance. Forest provides firewood, charcoal, wood and many other forest
resources
Forest Cover Chandel
Are in Sq.km.
District

Geo.
Area.

Very Dense Moderately Open
Forest
Dense
Forest
Forest
Chandel
2100
08
581
1155
Source: Statistical Booklet of Manipur Forest

Total
Forest
Cover
1744

Details of Notified Reserve forest in district
Name of the Reserved Area covered Total Area in the
SL
District
forests
(sq. km.)
district (sq. km.)
1

Chandel (Forest (i) Yangenching
Division
(ii) Kangbung
Chandel)

32.56
6734

Longya

98.08

41.96

Source: Statistical Booklet of Manipur Forest, 2017(Chandel Forest Division)
Flora & Fauna
Like other hill districts of Manipur, Chandel also has varieties of flora and fauna. Various kinds
of orchids, ornamental plants and even numerous plants are abundantly grown. Some of the
medicinal plants available in Chandel are given below for information.
 Anisomeles indica (Thoiding Amuba: Manipuri)
A strongly scented shrubby plant found in Pallel area, is used as an appetizer.
 Anotis foetida (Khut-chappi: Manipuri)
A small herb found in Sugnu and Pallel areas, its smashed roots are applied to fractured
bone which acts as a poultice of plaster of Paris for setting and healing. The same is
applied to boils.
 Areca catechu (Supari: Manipuri)
A slender tall palm, cultivated in Moreh area. Paste of the nut after rubbing on the stone
with water is applied to leucodermal patches.
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Brucea javanica (Heining: Manipuri)
A small deciduous tree found in Pallel, its fruits are used for diarrhoea, dysentery and
malignant malaria. Poultice of leaves is applied in skin troubles. Roots are used in bowel
complaints.
Crasscephalum crepidiodes (Terapaibi: Manipuri)

A herb found in Moreh area, whose lotion of leaves is used as a mild stomachic.
The only ape found in India , the Hoolok Gibbon locally known as Yongmu, is also found in
Chandel district. Similarly, the Slow Loris, the Stumped Tailed Macaque, the Pig Tailed Macaque
are the other rare primates that occur in the forests. Sometimes rare nocturnal carnivores, the
Clouded leopard and the Golden Cat are also sighted. The gigantic land animal, the elephant,
makes seasonal migration into the Indo-Myanmar border areas.
The Himalayan Black Bear is also found in Chandel. The rare and elusive Malayan Sun Bear is
restricted to the Unique forests in the Indo-Myanmar border areas. Herds of Bison, as well as of
Sambhar, can be seen during night in New Samtal area. Thai Pangolins can also sighted in the
Indo-Myanmar
border
areas
which
falls
under
Chandel.
Birds like Pheasant, Burmese peafowl and jungle fowls are also sighted in Chandel.
The Yangoupokpi-Lokchao Wildlife Sanctuary, a protected area network in Manipur, is situated
on the Indo-Myanmar border of Chandel. The sanctuary is the home of about 86 species of
fishes, 6 species of amphibians, 29 species of mammalians.
Minerals and mining
Apart from building materials such as sandstones, clay, pebble and gravel, no other mineral of
economic important has been found the Kangpokpi district. Hard, bedded and massive sand
stone of Disang Formation and Barail Group are extensively used for road construction and
building material. Suitable earths and alluvium along the river banks is being used as raw
material for local brick manufacturing.
The geological survey of India has undertaken systematic survey in the two sub-divisions in
thedistrict. Viz, Chandel and Chakpikarong and discovered valuable minerals deposits like
limestone,copper,lignite, nickel, cromite, cobalt, asbestoses, clay, solt, etc.The mining division
has been surveying for systematic geological mapping of the district, 2,100 scale area of the
district was targeted for the systematic mapping during the 7th five- year plan in 140 sq. km. A
little quantity of Chromites is also available near the Nepali Basti of Chandel sub-division
covering an area of about 38 sq. km. and having the maximum thickness of 0.3metre.
Chandel Territory including Tengnoupal district as a regional geological point of view is
potentially rich in minerals as highlighted below. So it can be named as Chandel-Tengnoupal
Mineral belt
The district is also rich in mineral resources, most of which are yet to be explored. Chromites
deposits containing partly metallurgical grade ore have been located at Kwatha and
Khudengthabi in the district. Minor occurrences of asbestos has been reported in Moreh area,
Khwatha, Nepali basti in the district. Nickel, copper and cobalt are available in Nampesh and
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Kwatha in Chandel. So, hill areas are abundance in mineral resources, which remain
unexploited
Serpentinites as Building stone:
Serpentinites occur extensively in Chandel and Ukhrul Districts within the ophiolite belt
of Manipur extending over an area of 1100 sq.km ( about 110 km long and 5 – 15 km wide ).
The belt trends NE-SW from south of Moreh in Chandel District to north-east of Tushom in
Ukhrul Distrit up to Nagaland border and tectonically overlies the Disang sedimentary belt on
its
west
and
is
interlayered
with
Oceanic
Pelagic
Sediments.
Serpentinites are also commercially known as “Green Marble”.. It, like granite and marble, can
be processed into attractive tiles, slabs and other building blocks. It is considered that the
Serpentinites of Manipur have a huge market potential, both as finished products and in raw
forms, both within India and outside. So far Manipur is concerned, it could become a most
important mineral industry generating large scale employment and appreciable export earning.
Considering the economic and employment potentials as above, it is considered that
investigations for Serpentinites in the State could be taken up on high priority. The materials
have been tested for the cutting and polishing effects and have given good results.
Idocrase / Rhodonite:
They occur as small lensoid bodies within ultramafics in the ophiolite suites of rocks in
Ukhrul and Chandel districts. A notable deposit is located in the noerh east of Kwatha of
Chandel District. Numerous small bouldery outcrops are also found in the Kwatha and
Khudengthabi villages. Other known occurrences are located at Gamnom,, Pushing, Nampisha,
etc. They can be used as semi-precious stone and carving stone in handicraft.
Copper Mineral :
GSI had earlier reported occurrences of copper in the ophiolite of Kwatha of Chandel District
and Nampisha of Ukhrul District of Manipur. Some old pits of sulphides within foliated
Serpentinites at Sadangching (hill), 6 km in the northeast of Kwatha village were studied.
Occurrences of Malachite, Azurite and Magnetite were recorded along the weak planes. The
copper stained boulders indicated copper values ranging 2.5 – 6.75 % and Nickel values 0.20.30%. State Geology & Mining Division had also studied the copper deposits of Nampisha.
There are 3 abandoned pits and dumps of copper in the area. State DGM also located sulphide
deposits at Yentem,. The chemical analytical data indicates 1.64% of Cu.
Limestone:
Many limestone deposits have been located in the ophiolite mélange and oceanic pelagic
sediments in Ukhrul and Chandel District. Limestones are located at Toupokpi, Chakpikarong,
Pallel, Nungphura, Nungpal, Sajiktampak , Haikot of Chandel District. The limestones are
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cement to SMS grades with a Proved Reserve of 9.845 million tones, Probable Reserve Reserve
of 3.441 million tones and Possible Reserve of 18.412 million tones.
Chromite:
More than 25 occurrences of chromite have so far been located in Manipur. These are located
Kwatha, Sibong, Khudengthabi and Minou-Mangkang of Chandel District. A probable reserve of
0.38 million tones has been assessed. Chromites are of metallurgical and refractory grades.
Soil and Cropping pattern
Two major types of soils are found in the district, i.e. residual and transported, which cover
both the hill and plain. The residual soils are either laterised or non-laterised.
The transported soils are of two types, i.e. alluvial and organic. The soils have general clayey
texture and grey to pale brown colour. It contains a good proportion of potash and phosphate,
a fair quantity of nitrogen and organic matter and is less acidic in nature. The organic soils cover
the low lying areas of the valley. With dark grey colour and clayey loam texture, these peaty
soils have high acidity, abundance of organic matter, a good amount of nitrogen and
phosphorous but are poor in potash. The hill soils are more or less rich in organic carbon (1 to
3%) in the top soil, but poor in available phosphorus and potash. They are acidic in nature.
The oldest rocks found in the state are mainly confined in the district close to Indo- Myanmar
border and the rocks are grouped as Cretaceous rocks consisting of chromite (Epilates),
serpentine etc. It is observed that Inceptisols are the dominant soils followed by Utisols,
Entisols and Alfisols and occupy 38.4%, 36.4%, and 23.1% of the total geographical area of
Manipur respectively.
Main Soil classification in the district is
i) Older alluvial soil
ii) Red gravelly sandy and loamy soil
iii) Peaty and saline soil
Agriculture
Chandel district has lateral sandy loam, reddish in color and slightly acidic type of soil. The
mean monthly maximum temperature range from 24.2 degree Celsius in January to 36 degree
Celsius in May and the minimum range from 5 degree Celsius in January to 23.1 degree Celsius
in August. The district is mostly covered by forest and only small percentage of total
geographical area was under agricultural use (1.87 percent) and settlement (0.35 percent).
Reportedly, shifting cultivation is the most widely practiced form of agriculture in this district.
However, settled cultivation has also been practiced in this district alongside shifting
cultivation. It is worth noting that the tribal community of Machi Block in the district has
adopted improved methods of shifting cultivation to minimize the environmental degradation.
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Agriculture is the main occupation of the people in Chandel. Rice is the main crop grown. Both
jhum and terrace cultivation is done in the hill slopes of the district. Though it is not an entirely
rural economy like districts of Senapati, Tamenglong and Churachandpur, urbanization has
been a very slow process. Only 10 percent people of the district live in urban areas. Chandel
and Chakpikarong towns are the developing urban areas.

Chandel district has following subdivisions
4. Chandel
5. Chakpikarong
6. Khengjoy
*Info: District website of Chandel
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Salient Features of Chandel District :
Details of the Area
District & State

Chandel & Manipur

Subdivision & Taluka (Circles)

3 Nos.

Villages

264 villages

Area of district

2100 Sq. Km

Minerals in district

Sandstone, Alluvium ,Clay

Category

‘B’

Geographical Co-ordinates

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE [E]

[N]
23050‘Nand 24o37"N

93o46" E to 93o26"E

Accessibility
Road Connectivity
Rail Connectivity

NH102 Imphal to Tamu, SH Imphal to Minthami,Signu to
Tamu,Churchandpur to Pantha & Tiddin road are major
roads in the district.
Not Available

Airport

Bir Tikendrajit International Airport (Nearest Airport)

General Climatic Conditions
Wind Pattern during study period
Maximum Temperature
Minimum Temperature
Average Annual Rainfall (mm)

Northwest- Southeast
Summer

: 28 – 30 0C

Winter

: 22 – 0 0C

Summer

: 28 – 30 0C

Winter

: 22 – 0 0C

2010 mm (last 4 years average)

Details of the Project
Elevation

Its average elevation is about 790m-3050 m above the
sea level.

Historical / Important Places
Archaeological/Historical/Ancient

There are four archeological /historical places is notified.
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Monuments within district

Chandel District:
Sl.
No.

Historical
Site/Monument

Year of
Protection

1

Shrine of Lord
Wangbrel
Pond
of
Lord
Wangbrel
Boulder of Lord
Wangbrel
Megalithic Site

2004

2
3
4

- do - do - do -

Location

Anal
village
Anal
village
Anal
village
Anal
village

Khullen
Khullen
Khullen
Khullen

Names of the national park, sanctuary Yangoupokpi-Lokchao Wld life sanctuary is notified vide
Biosphere reserve, Tiger Reserve, S.O. 3310 dated 14.10.2016.
Elephant

reserve,

(RF/PF/Unclassified)

Forest The extent of Eco-sensitive Zone is varies from zero to 7.8

kilometres from the boundary of the Yangoupokpi Lokchao
Wildlife Sanctuary and the extent of Eco-sensitive Zone is zero
kilometre from East of the Wildlife Sanctuary, which shares 35
kilometre long eastern Indo-Myanmar international boundary
and the area of Eco- sensitive Zone is 25,300 hectare.
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2.0

Overview of Mining Activity in the district :

Chandel district is rich in minor minerals such as building stone and sand. Mining activity is
proposed to be one of the main revenue source for the district.
District has to allot new mining leases based on potentials and applications. There are no
temporary permits working within the district as per information recorded in the district mining
committee in the month of March 2020. However one letter of intent was awarded in the
district by Directorate of Trade and Commerce, Govt. of Manipur (Source info. District Collector, Chandel )
There are potential locations of sand leases over Sekmai,Manipur,Lokchao,Chakpi,
Thuidam,Tiwan Lam, Kahal Lok,Kampi Lok, Maha river, Nungtuyang river and Yangdung Lui river
rivers where sand/pebble deposition are allowed from replenishment and other safety point of
view in the district. (Source info. District Collector, Chandel ).
Villages marked on the district geological map is as below :
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3. General Profile of the district :
Chandel District came into existence on May 13, 1974. The District lies in the south-eastern part
of Manipur at 24o40′ N Latitude and 93o50′ E Longitude. It is the border district of the state with
an area of 2,100 sq. km. Its neighbors are Myanmar (erstwhile Burma) on the south and east,
Tengnoupal district on the north, Churachandpur district on the south and west, and Thoubal
district on the north. It is about 64 km. away from Imphal. The National Highway No. 39 passes
through this district.
Chandel district which occupies the south eastern corner of the state lies between latitudes
23050‘6.81"N to 24o37"54.55"N and longitudes 93o46"46"12" E to 94o 26.6"E approximately.
The district is inhabited by several communities. It is sparsely inhabited by about 20 different
tribes. They are scattered all over the district. Prominent tribes in the district are Anal,
Lamkang, Kuki, Moyon, Monsang, Chothe, Thadou, Paite, Maring and Zou etc. There are also
other communities like Meiteis, and Muslims (Meitei Pangal) in small numbers as compared to
the tribes. Non-Manipuris like Nepalis, Tamils, Bengalis, Punjabis and Biharis are also settled in
this district.
Chandel District is geologically one of the least explored district of Manipur state. It is situated
in the southeastern part of the state bordering with the Union Socialist Republic of Myanmar.
The hill ranges of this district are the southward extension of the Naga –Patkoi hils from the
North and northeast, and continue southward as the Chin Hills forming an integral part of the
Indo-Myanmar Ranges (IMR). The structural and tectonic pattern of this district is, therefore,
transitional between the NE-SW trending pattern of the Naga-Patkoi hills and the N-S trend of
the Chin Hills.
The district with 264 villages has divided into three sub micro regions on the basis of geology,
soils, climate, topography and natural vegetation.
1. Chandel Western Hilly Regions- The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Tengnoupal district and small part of the Chandel district. The
region is drained by the rivers Taret and Lokchao flowing towards east.
2. Chandel eastern Hilly Regions- The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Tengnoupal district and small part of the Chandel district.
3. Chandel Southern Hilly Regions -The region is situated over the northwestern part of the
district covering about half of the Chakpikarong subdivision of Candel district.
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Subdivisions:
4. Chandel
5. Chakpikarong
6. Khengjoy
Khenjoi subdivision is newly created subdivision and blessed with rich flora and fauna with
special climatic conditions from ecological point of view as detailed below
About Khenjoi Subdivision
Sub-Division Profile
Located at a distance of 180 km. from the capital city, Imphal and 110 km. from the district
headquarter, Khengjoi is one of the three sub-divisions under Chandel district, Manipur. With
2(two) Tribal Development Blocks under its jurisdiction, namely Khengjoi T.D. Block and
Khangbarol T.D. Block, Khengjoi sub-division was bifurcated from Chakpikarong sub-division in
2011 for administrative convenience. Except for a couple of villages, the sub-division is
predominantly inhabited by Kuki tribes, which is one of the major tribal groups residing in
Manipur. At present, there are 127 villages under the administrative head of the sub-division. In
the south and south-east, it shares an international boundary with Myanmar (erstwhile Burma).
Flora and Fauna
One of the distinct geographical features of Khengjoi sub-division is that the hills that are
covered with beautiful pine trees, bamboos and several other types of plant constitute a major
portion of its geographical area. In other words, the sub-division is basically a hilly region which
offers a serene and picturesque view that has the potential of being developed as a major
tourist spot and thus providing a significant contribution towards the economy of the state.
Being a hilly region, it is also home to several species of fauna such as wild boar, deer, wild cats
locally known as keijenglang, mithun ( a semi-wild bovine) etc.
Joupi
It is a village situated 50 km. away from the district headquarter. What makes Joupi unique
from the rest of the villages under Khengjoi sub-division is the fact that it receives a substantial
amount of rainfall throughout the year. Most of the days, rain-laden clouds cover the slopes of
the surrounding hills and thus the atmosphere remains foggy throughout the day. Hence, the
region enjoys a very cool temperate climate throughout the year. In those days when the sky
becomes distinctly clear, one can experience the uniqueness of the village in its natural and
pristine beauty. Clearly, there is no doubt in equating the climate of the village with that of a
hill station. Sugnu is the nearest town from Joupi. Presently, 29 Assam Rifles of 28 Sector Assam
Rifles under the aegis of HQ IGAR(South) is stationed in the village. Their presence in the region
has created a conducive and secure environment in and around the village. Apart from
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functioning as the sentinel for the villagers, they are also actively involved in social activities
such as organising free medical camps, extending help to villagers at times of natural
disasters/calamities, etc.
Mombi
Mombi, a village situated about 25 km. towards south from the district headquarter, holds a
historical significance in the collective consciousness of the Kuki tribal population. As an act of
commemorating the forefathers of Kukis who stood up and fought valiantly then chief of
Mombi, held his ground and stood firmly in defiance. Remembering his act of valour and
sacrifices, his statue was erected on the top of a hill at Mombi. The life-size statue was unveiled
in 2010 by ex-MLA Bijoy Koijam who was also the Deputy Chairman of State Planning Board.
Molcham
It is a village situated at the Indo-Myanmar border. Due to its proximity to Myanmar, the village
is characterised by plain topography with warm and humid climate.
Chandel district has following subdivisions
4. Chandel
5. Chakpikarong
6. Khengjoy
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Location Map of District :

*Leases will be marked once allotted as amendment
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4.0 Geology of the District:

Mineral
The geological survey of India has undertaken systematic survey in the two sub-divisions in
thedistrict. Viz, Chandel and Chakpikarong and discovered valuable minerals deposits like
limestone,copper,lignite, nickel, cromite, cobalt, asbestoses, clay, solt, etc.The mining division
has been surveying for systematic geological mapping of the district, 2,100 scale area of the
district was targeted for the systematic mapping during the 7th five- year plan in 140 sq. km. A
little quantity of Chromites is also available near the Nepali Basti of Chandel sub-division
covering an area of about 38 sq. km. and having the maximum thickness of 0.3metre.
Chandel Territory including Tengnoupal district as a regional geological point of view is
potentially rich in minerals as highlighted below. So it can be named as Chandel-Tengnoupal
Mineral belt
The district is also rich in mineral resources, most of which are yet to be explored. Chromites
deposits containing partly metallurgical grade ore have been located at Kwatha and
Khudengthabi in the district. Minor occurrences of asbestos has been reported in Moreh area,
Khwatha, Nepali basti in the district. Nickel, copper and cobalt are available in Nampesh and
Kwatha in Chandel. So, hill areas are abundance in mineral resources, which remain
unexploited
Serpentinites as Building stone:
Serpentinites occur extensively in Chandel and Ukhrul Districts within the ophiolite belt
of Manipur extending over an area of 1100 sq.km ( about 110 km long and 5 – 15 km wide ).
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The belt trends NE-SW from south of Moreh in Chandel District to north-east of Tushom in
Ukhrul Distrit up to Nagaland border and tectonically overlies the Disang sedimentary belt on
its
west
and
is
interlayered
with
Oceanic
Pelagic
Sediments.
Serpentinites are also commercially known as “Green Marble”.. It, like granite and marble, can
be processed into attractive tiles, slabs and other building blocks. It is considered that the
Serpentinites of Manipur have a huge market potential, both as finished products and in raw
forms, both within India and outside. So far Manipur is concerned, it could become a most
important mineral industry generating large scale employment and appreciable export earning.
Considering the economic and employment potentials as above, it is considered that
investigations for Serpentinites in the State could be taken up on high priority. The materials
have been tested for the cutting and polishing effects and have given good results.
Idocrase / Rhodonite:
They occur as small lensoid bodies within ultramafics in the ophiolite suites of rocks in
Ukhrul and Chandel districts. A notable deposit is located in the noerh east of Kwatha of
Chandel District. Numerous small bouldery outcrops are also found in the Kwatha and
Khudengthabi villages. Other known occurrences are located at Gamnom,, Pushing, Nampisha,
etc. They can be used as semi-precious stone and carving stone in handicraft.
Copper Mineral :
GSI had earlier reported occurrences of copper in the ophiolite of Kwatha of Chandel District
and Nampisha of Ukhrul District of Manipur. Some old pits of sulphides within foliated
Serpentinites at Sadangching (hill), 6 km in the northeast of Kwatha village were studied.
Occurrences of Malachite, Azurite and Magnetite were recorded along the weak planes. The
copper stained boulders indicated copper values ranging 2.5 – 6.75 % and Nickel values 0.20.30%. State Geology & Mining Division had also studied the copper deposits of Nampisha.
There are 3 abandoned pits and dumps of copper in the area. State DGM also located sulphide
deposits at Yentem,. The chemical analytical data indicates 1.64% of Cu.
Limestone:
Many limestone deposits have been located in the ophiolite mélange and oceanic pelagic
sediments in Ukhrul and Chandel District. Limestones are located at Toupokpi, Chakpikarong,
Pallel, Nungphura, Nungpal, Sajiktampak , Haikot of Chandel District. The limestones are
cement to SMS grades with a Proved Reserve of 9.845 million tones, Probable Reserve Reserve
of 3.441 million tones and Possible Reserve of 18.412 million tones.
Chromite:
More than 25 occurrences of chromite have so far been located in Manipur. These are located
Kwatha, Sibong, Khudengthabi and Minou-Mangkang of Chandel District. A probable reserve of
0.38 million tones has been assessed. Chromites are of metallurgical and refractory grades.
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Chandel district is rich in minor minerals such as building stone and sand. Mining activity is
proposed to be one of the main revenue source for the district.
District has to allot new mining leases based on potentials and applications. There are no
temporary permits working within the district as per information recorded in the district mining
committee in the month of March 2020. However one letter of intent was awarded in the
district by Directorate of Trade and Commerce, Govt. of Manipur (Source info. District Collector, Chandel )
There are potential locations of sand leases over Sekmai,Manipur,Lokchao,Chakpi,
Thuidam,Tiwan Lam, Kahal Lok,Kampi Lok, Maha river, Nungtuyang river and Yangdung Lui river
rivers where sand/pebble deposition are allowed from replenishment and other safety point of
view in the district. (Source info. District Collector, Chandel ).
Mineral

Mineable Reserves in Million Tonnes

Stone (Surface Mining)

0.45 (Approx.) Based on potential of LOI
allotted

# As per the scenario of the state, mining activity is stopped since a long period. Reexploration by agencies of
the state will enable to include further mineral concession leases for stone as well. According amendments to
District Survey Report will be made subject to mineral, reserves and methodology aspects.
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Geological Map of Chandel District
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5.0 Drainage of irrigation Pattern:
Irrigation Details for the district :
Irrigation

Area (% Cultivable)

Net Irrigated area

--

Gross irrigated area

--

Rainfed area

7.92

Drainage
More than 90% of the total geographical area is covered by hill ranges running from North-East
to South-East direction. Highest peak is in Eswani which is 8,348 ft. above msl. Three main rivers
namely (i) the Sekmai river which originates and passes through the North Eastern part of
Chandel district, (ii) Chakpikarong River which originates from Laimaton Hills and passes
through Chandel and Chakpikarong Sub-Division and (iii) the Lokchao River which flows through
Tengnoupal district.
Chandel district is drained by the two river systems. The Manipur river and its tributaries like
Chakpikarong river, Kaha Lok river and Sekmai drains the western portions while number of
small rivers falling into the Yu river of Myanmar (Burma) (atributary of Chindwin river) like Taret
river, Lokchao river, Thuidam river, Tiwan Lam river, Tuisa Dung river, etc. drain the eastern
portions of the district. The Manipur river rises from the Lakhamai village (2,473 metre) of
Senapati district and flows southward. It forms the district boundary of the Imphal West and
Thoubal for about 45 km. Bishnupur and Thoubal for about 26 km and Churachandpur and
Chandel for about 39 km long and then enters into Myanmar. After draining some portions of
Myanmar, it falls into the Chindwin river of Myanmar as Myitha river at Kalewa. The Heirok
river rises from the Gomi village (about 1,372 m ) and flows towards west. It drains a small
portion of the north-western corner of the district and falls into the Kharangpat(Lake). The
Sekmai river rises from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597 m) and flows towards the west and after
flowing for about 42 long it falls into the Manipur river at Sekmaijing village. The Maha river, a
tributary of Sekmai river rises from the Liwa village (1,578 m) and flows northwards for about
14 km long and joins the main stream at Unapat village. The Chakpi river rises from the
Tengnoupal Khunou village (1,580m) and flows towards the south-west for about 56 km and
falls into the Manipur river at Serou village. The Nungtuiyang river rises from Eswoiching (1,933
m) and flows westwards for about 23 km and joins the Chakpi river at Khusi Tampak village.
Another tributary of the Chakpi river, the Tuingam river rises from the Mount Nungle Vum
(2,373 m) and flows towards the north for about 35 km and falls into the main stream at
Chakpikarong. The Kahalok River starts from the Mount Njngle Vum (2,373 m) and flows
northward for about 32 km and falls into the Manipur river near Kangbung village. The
Yangdunglui river rises from Mount Poipi Vum of Myanmar and flows westward, it forms the
International boundary between the Myanmar for about 18 km long and falls into the Manipur
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river. The Taret river originates from the Mount Manamyang ( Sanaching) (about 1,524 m) of
Ukhrul district and flows south east. It forms a district boundary with Ukhrul for about 24 km
and enters into Myanmar and joins with the Yu river at Hlezeik. The Nungchao Lok River rises
from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597 m) and flows northwards for about 19 km and meets the
Taret River at Maohlang village. The Lokchao river starts from the Mount Sita Chingjao (1,597
m) and flows towards the south-east for about 27 km in the district and enters into Myanmar
and meets the Yu river at Chaungzon. The Kompi Lok river and the Fila river are the main
tributaries of the Lokchao river. Thuidam river rises from the Lamphei Khullen (about 1,524 m)
and flows south-east. After draining for about 26 km in the district, it falls into the Yu river at
Puttha. The Tuivang or Tiwan Lam river starts from the Mount Holbol Ching (2,085 m) and flows
eastwards for about 29 km in the district and joins with the Yu river at Minthami. The Tuisa
Dung river rises from the Aibol Joupi village (1,970m) and flows towards the east. It forms an
International boundary with Myanmar for about 32 km and falls into the Yu river at Zibyugon.
Besides, a number of revulets falling into the Yu river like Namjet Lok, Lairok, Nanpataung,
Lalim Lok, Tuito Dung, etc. also drain the eastern portions of the district.
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6.0 Land Utilization Pattern in the District : Forest, Agriculture, Horticulture, Mining etc.
Land Use Map for Chandel district is as below:
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Area Statistics of Land Use in Chandel District,Manipur
Sr. No. Land Use Class
Area (Ha)
1 Agricultural Land
8726.74
2 Barren Rocky
14216.91
3 Current Shifting Cultivation
7170.50
4 Deciduous
175.31
5 Evergreen/ Semi Evergreen
92859.58
6 Forest Plantation
4148.07
7 Gullied/Ravinous Land
4590.17
8 Mining
1108.86
9 Rann
5289.50
10 Rivers/ Streams/Canals
1336.87
11 Salt Affected Land
4966.17
12 Sandy Area
2725.46
13 Scrub Forest
35832.34
14 Scrub Land
14963.19
15 Urban
4290.32
Total Area
202400.00

Irrigation
Irrigation

Area (% Cultivable)

Net Irrigated area

--

Gross irrigated area

--

Rainfed area

7.92

Agriculture Crops:
Major

field

crops Area in (‘000ha) by Major field crops Irrigation

cultivated (Kharif)

Rainfed /Irrigated

cultivated (Rabi)

Paddy (Jhum)

5.0

Paddy (Jhum)

-

Paddy (Rainfed)

2.7

Paddy (Rainfed)

-

Maiz

2.0

Maiz

-

Mustard

-

Mustard

1.7

Groundnut

0.8

Groundnut

-

Soyabean

0.21

Soyabean

-
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Pea

-

Pea

0.35

Ricebran

1.5

RIcebran

-

Sesame

0.2

Sesame

-

Sugarcane

0.14

Sugarcane

-

# Source Agriculture Plan Chandel (ICAR-CRIDA)

Horticulture :
Horticulture Crops (Fruits)

Area in (‘000ha)

Fruits (Citrus,Banana,

7.84

Passion Fruit)
Horticulture Crops (Vegetables)/Others

Area in (‘000ha)

Vegetables (Colecrops,Potato,Chilli,Turmeric,

5.74

Ginger,Squash,Hatkora,Coriander,Arium)
Plantation Crop (Coconut,Cashew)

0.61

# Source Agriculture Plan Chandel (ICAR-CRIDA)

Mining :
Mineral

Mineable Reserves in Million Tonnes

Stone (Surface Mining) 6.5 Ha

0.45 (Approx.) Based on potential of LOI
allotted

# Source Department of Trade & Industries, Govt. of Manipur
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7.0 Surface Water And Ground Water Scenario :
7.1 Surface Water Scenario :
There are eleven major rivers draining across the district viz. Sekmai,Manipur,Lokchao,Chakpi,
Thuidam,Tiwan Lam, Kahal Lok,Kampi Lok, Maha river, Nungtuyang river and Yangdung Lui river
Manipur river has flows across Western boundary of district. Other rivers of the district are
Chakpi and Sekmai flowing along Centre of the district and Yangdunh lui river flowing along
southern boundary of district .
River Inventory for the district is sketched as

Chandel district is a part of Yu & Manipur basin.
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Total Catchment area for both the rivers are tabulated below
Name of the
District

Name of River

Area of
Catchment in Sq.
Km.

Chandel

Manipur River Basin

1260

Yu River Basin

840

# District Booklet W.R.D. Govt of Manipur.
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7.2 Ground Water Scenario :
District is in “SAFE” Category from Ground Water Development point of view. Detailed Ground
Water Scenario for the district is discussed below
Hydrogeology
Major water bearing formations are semi-consolidated to consolidated stage.
Groundwater is important in the rural areas for irrigation and domestic supply. Existing hydro
geological set up indicate that there is some few scope for the development of groundwater by
way of constructing ground water abstraction structures in a planned way for profitable ground
water development in the district.
Ground water occurs in secondary porosity as joints, fissures, fractures and weathered
residuum of consolidated and semi-consolidated rocks and inter-granular pore spaces of alluvial
deposits.
The consolidated rocks are confined to the eastern part of the Chandel district along the
Myanmar border. The semi-consolidated and consolidated rocks ranging in age from PreMesozoic to Miocene forms the main hydrogeological units in the area. The semi- consolidated
formation, which covers almost the entire foothills and valley area, comprises shale, siltstone,
sand stone and conglomerate. These formations belong to Disang, Barail, Surma and Tipam
Group of rocks. In the western part, unconsolidated alluvium of Quaternary age occurs in the
valley and topographical lows.
The development of ground water for water supply is highly recommended with strong
attention to be paid to the water quality, availability and recharge rate in such area.
The following steps are important for regulating the inflow of rivers, streams etc with
sedimentation and siltation check in such hilly terrains
i. Construction of check dams throughout the catchment and ridge at suitable places in the
area.
ii. Development of suitable plantations over the denuded and barren hill slopes at the
maximum possible scale and speed.
iii. Encouraging terrace cultivation in the hill slopes and proper guidance of Jhum Cultivation.
Construction of contour canals, subsurface dykes, gully plugging, terracing etc should be taken
up. This step should be taken up urgently as the ratio of settled land in proportion to Jhum land
under rice in the hill districts has been deteriorating over times, resulting in rapid Iand
degradation in the hills and floods in the valley areas.
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District is in “SAFE” Category from Ground Water Development point of view. Detailed Ground
Water Scenario for the district is discussed below
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8.0 Rainfall of the district and Climatic Conditions :
The average annual rainfall in the district is 1,036 mm for last 20 years.
Average rainfall for Chandel district is 2010 mm per year(as per last 04 years data). Rainfall data
recorded for last three years is tabulated below :

Year

2016

2017

2018

Month

Rainfall in mm Chandel

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May

2.1
2.5
29.6
470
510
462
510
114.26
70.2
3.6
2.8
0.6
1.8
13.6
131.3
138.4
257.4
481.6
510
248.4
112.4
180.7
1.2
23
5.25
0.4
15.83
64.4
193.8
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Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
2019
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Average Average
Rainfall Rainfall/Year

663.2
146.9
441.8
76.8
56.92
0.5
0
1.2
0.3
21.2
18
603
669
236
421
85
42.8
1.2
0.5
2010.41

The district gets rainfall from the South-West monsoon.
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9.0 Details of the mining leases in the district as per the following format :
SR No Name
Name of Lease
Address L.L. grant order No &
of
&
date
Mineral
contact
No of
lessee
1

2

1

3

4

5

James Khaling &
Sons

Kakching

LOI dated 04.10.2019
issued by Department of
Trade and Commerce,
Govt. of Manipur

Stone

Sr
No

11

1

Date of
Commencement of
Operation

12

Status (Working
/non
working/temp
working for
despatch )
13

Area Period of ML
of
M.L.
Area
(ha)
From
To
6
7
8

From
9

To
10

6.5

--

--

--

--

Method of mining
(Opencast/
underground)

Non captive

obtained
Environmental
clearance (Yes / No) if
yes letter no with date
of grant of EC

14

15

16

captive /

ML not executed.
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Period of ML (1/2
Renewal)

10. Details of Royalty or Revenue received in last three years :

Financial Year
F.Y. 2015-16
F.Y. 2016-17
F.Y. 2017-18
F.Y. 2018-19
F.Y. 2019-20
F.Y. 2020-21

Revenue in Rs.Lakhs
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

11. Details of Production of Minor Mineral in last three years : (Approx. Quantity)

Financial Year

Minor Mineral in Cum.

F.Y.
F.Y.
F.Y.
F.Y.
F.Y.
F.Y.

00
00
00
00
00
00

2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21

12. Mineral Map of District :
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Minor
Mineral
Million Tonnes
00
00
00
00
00
00

in

Mineral Map of District
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13. List of Letter of Intent (LOI)Holders in the district along with its validity as per following format:
SR No

1

Name
Name of Lease
of
Mineral

2

1

Stone

Address
&
contact
No of
lessee

L.L. grant order No &
date

3

4

5

James Khaling &
Sons

Kakching

LOI dated 04.10.2019
issued by Department of
Trade and Commerce,
Govt. of Manipur

Area Period of ML
of
M.L.
Area
(ha)
From
To
6
7
8

From
9

To
10

6.5

--

--

--

--

Period of ML (1/2
Renewal)

* This potential may be revised as per approval of mining plans.Once leases are allotted by district administration of Chandel,
amendment towards above information will be made in the district survey report.
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14. Total Mineral Reserves Available in the District :
Mineral

Mineable Reserves in Million Tonnes

Stone/Sand (Based on potential of the district.)

0.45 Million Tonnes (Approx.)

15. Quality / Grade of Mineral available in the District :
Quality of stone available inChandel district is building grade stone confirming IS standards
IS:7779 (Part II/Sec 3) of 1979.
16. Use of Mineral :
Sand Stone or the pebbles floated and collected from river bed
construction works , road works as an aggregate.

is used

for building,

17.Demand and Supply of the Mineral in last three years :
Sand Stone or the pebbles floated and collected from river bed with variable sizes from
6mm,20mm,40mm,60mm,100mm are used for construction and road works as an aggregate
material. To cater infrastructural requirements and local demand Pebble/Sand stone quarries
are emerged catering demand for 10 circles of district. In general demand for district is ranging
between 1.0-1.5 MT/Annum generating revenue of around 1.00-1.5 Cr. Approximately. This
demand is perpetual to market requirements depending on growth of infrastructural index of
the area , state and country. However considering the rules and stage of minor mineral
exploration in the State supply of 1.60LTPA is expected for the F.Y. 2021-2022.Detailed demand
calculated for F.Y. 2021-22 is as below
Sr. No.

District

Particulars

2021-2022
Quantity in Tonnes

1

PWD

30000

2

Irrigation Dept.

20000

Domestic
Requirement
including Govt. Contractors

50000

4

NHAI/Central Road Fund

40000

5

Railways and other State
projects

20000

3

Chandel

Total

160000
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18. Mining Leases marked on District Map



Once Leases will be allotted , locational markings will be done as an amendment
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19. Details of the area of where there is a cluster of mining leases viz. no. of mining leases/ Location :
Name of Lessee

Mineral

Village

Land Type

S.No.

No Cluster is formed till March 2020
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Area in
ha

Date of Grant

Lease From

Lease up to

20.0 Details of Eco sensitive area
Yangoupokpi-Lokchao Wld life sanctuary is notified vide MoEFCC, Govt of India notification S.O.
3310 dated 14.10.2016.
The extent of Eco-sensitive Zone is varies from zero to 7.8 kilometres from the boundary of the
Yangoupokpi Lokchao Wildlife Sanctuary and the extent of Eco-sensitive Zone is zero kilometre
from East of the Wildlife Sanctuary, which shares 35 kilometre long eastern Indo-Myanmar
international boundary and the area of Eco- sensitive Zone is 25,300 hectare.
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21. Impact on the Environment (Air, Water, Noise Soil, Flora & Fauna, Land Use, agriculture,
forest etc.) due to mining activity :
Air Environment : Anticipated Impacts
Stone/metal mining is carried out by opencast manual method/Picking of Pebbles from river
Bed. The air borne particulate matter generated by mining and handling operations,
transportation and screening of stone chips at crusher is the main air pollutant. The emissions
of Sulphur dioxide (SO2), Oxides of Nitrogen (NOX) contributed by tractor trolley. As the
number of trips of tractor trolley are less, the pollutant levels are well within prescribed limits .
Prediction of impacts on air environment has been carried out taking into consideration
proposed production and net increase in emissions. Air pollution sources in the operating mine
are classified into three categories
a. Point sources
b. Area sources
c. Line sources


Drilling & Blasting (In case of Opencast Surface Mining ) and crusher operations of the
mine are considered as point sources



As the cumulative impacts for cluster of stone/Sand quarries are to be considered, thus
the cluster of stone/Sand mines are described as area sources



Transportation of stone chips from mining pit to crusher is considered as line sources.
Also transportation of pebbles from river bed to crusher is also considered as Line
Source.

The other source of air pollution is the dust generated during the movement of tractor
trolley/Trucks/Tippers. Water tankers with spraying arrangement will be used for regular water
sprinkling on the haul roads to ensure effective dust suppression. The tractor
trolley/Trucks/Tippers are well maintained so that exhaust smoke does not contribute
abnormal values of noxious gases and un-burnt hydrocarbons.
Noise Environment : Anticipated Impacts:
The main sources of noise in the mine are classified as follows:
 Transportation Vehicles/tractor trolley
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 Drilling & Blasting (In Case of opencast surface mining)
 Crushing & Screening
Exposure of Noise may lead to hearing losses and may impact of mental health of Workers
working in the vicinity.
Water Environment : Anticipated Impacts:
Mining activities cause adverse impacts due to mine drainage and siltation due to storm water.
The impact on water environment has been considered under the following heads:


Water consumption



Mine seepage and impact on ground water



Impact on surface water bodies



Storm water management

Soil Environment : Anticipated Impacts
Most of the stone quarries (In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method) are operated at the
barren area where outcrops of Sand Stone are exposed having very thin layer of soil and
overburden. This soil is removed and stacked separately for plantation around peripheral area
of 7.5 m.
Land Use :
These stone quarries (In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method) are very small in area. After
removal of stone these abandoned quarries are used as water tank for irrigation purpose by
lessee. Where as in case of river bed pebble picking, the mineral is replenishable. Hence pits
will be automatically replenished during monsoon.
Forest :
No quarry is permitted within district within 250m of forest boundary and within 10 km buffer
area of Eco Sensitive Area.
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22. Remedial measures to mitigate the impact of mining on Environment:
Remedial measures to mitigate air environment
 Dust suppression arrangements like water tankers on haulage road and at all dust
generation points
 Dust extractors during crushing/ screening
 Grading of haul roads time to time and cleaning to remove the accumulated dusty
material
 Regular maintenance of the tractor trolley.
 Practicing wet drilling (In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method).
 Controlled blasting using delay detonators (In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method).
 Usage of sharp drill bits for drilling of holes (In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method)
 Avoiding of overloading of 10T tippers and covering of loaded tippers with tarpaulins
during stone/Pebble chip /Sand transportation
 Dust mask provision to workers
 Adequate barrier zone will be maintained all along the mine lease boundary and green
belt will be maintained in the barrier zone
 Periodical monitoring of air quality to take steps to control the pollutants
Remedial measures to mitigate noise environment:
The operations of the mining equipment, plying of tractor trolley,trucks,tippers and mine
machinery like drill operations (In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method) are the major sources
of undesirable noise in the proposed project area.
The following control measures are proposed for bringing down the noise levels The vibration due to blasting is minimized by careful planning, supervision and execution
of each blast and using milli-second(M.S) delay detonators and proper stemming to
prevent blow out of holes (In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method)
 Green belt will be made around the working areas to screen the noise and also for
arresting fugitive dust (In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method along haul road and safety
barrier where as in pebble mining from river bed along river bank and haul road)

 Maintenance and tuning of machinery would be ensured to reduce undesirable noise
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 Earplugs and earmuffs will be provided to the workmen
 Limiting the speed of haulage tractor,trucks/tractors
 Rubber lining in the chutes of Crushing/ screening plant
Remedial measures to mitigate water environment:
In case of Surface Opencast Mining Method:

The only pollution anticipated in the surface drainage water is the suspended solids, due to
wash off. For this purpose retaining wall with garland drain is proposed. The discharge from this
drain is diverted to a settling tank unused pit workings, which allows the sediments to settle.
Further to arrest the silted drainage entering into the area down below, check dams and gully
plugs shall be erected in the existing natural drains. These check dams also assist in the
recharge of ground water system.
Deliberate attempt has been made to collect this in to a garden drain. This water will be
available for uses integrated above. Percolation losses will be negligible.
In Case of Pebble Picking from River Bed.
No hinderence to water channel or lifting of river water will be permitted for any of the
industrial/mining use. Water required for dust suppression will be outsourced from authorized
water suppliers through tankers. Also drinking water will also be outsourced from Drinking
water suppiers.
23. Reclamation of Mined Out Area (best practice already implemented in the district,
requirement as per rules and regulations , proposed reclamation plan)
As per Manipur Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 2012,quarry after exhaustion of mineral and on
abandonment , the pit be reclaimed as per State and Central Government rules.
As per requirement of Mines and Mineral Act every stone quarry (In case of Surface Opencast
Mining Method) after exhaustion of minerals will plan Final Mine Closure Plan with the approval
of Directorate of Geology and Mining GoM and abandon the stone quarry as per method of
approval within time frame prescribed and approved by authority. However in case of river bed
mining reclamation will be done using gabion entrapment method as suggested by Indian
Bureau of Mines in the year 2010.
In the district, till date no mine for stone is abandoned and Final Closure Work is under
operation. Details area as
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Name
Lessee
Nil

of Area in Gut No
ha
Nil
Nil

Village/Taluka

Lease Order Details

Reason for Closure

Nil

Nil

Nil

24. Risk Assessment and Disaster Management Plan :
Risk Assessment
A] Stone mining through semi mechanized opencast mining(In case of Surface Opencast Mining
Method)

The proposed project involves Stone mining through semi mechanized opencast mining(In case
of Surface Opencast Mining Method). The anticipated risks are mentioned below:
Inundation
There is no chance of inundation of mine pits from surface waters such as rivers or nalas as it is
situated a long away from river.
The lease hold area is located in the district and the area in general receives appreciable
amount of rain fall, which is in the range of 1600mm (annual average).
Pit slope & dump slope failures
Mining is restricted to an average depth of 12 m from surface levels. No permanent dumps are
proposed.
Blasting
Controlled blasting using delay detonators is proposed
Surface Fire
There are no ignitable materials in Basalt deposit. Sufficient fire extinguishers of suitable type
and make will be made available at strategic locations in the mine lease area to control any
fire/explosion incident.
Dust from the screening & crushing operations
The hazard is the inhalation of dust which is created during the screening & crushing operations
which may result in the various respiratory diseases to the workers. While it is not presently
possible to totally remove the hazard, properly applied control measures can substantially
reduce the risk.
The dust generated during the screening & crushing operations can be controlled by providing
proper enclosure to the plant area and by installing rain guns at transfer points inside the plant.
Water sprinkling at the crushing and screening plant units also forms an effective measure of
controlling dust generation. Provision of green belt surrounding the plant area will further
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suppress the spread of airborne dust to the surrounding atmosphere. The workers engaged in
these operations will be provided with dusk masks.
Noise
Loading, screening & crushing operations give rise to harmful levels of noise.
Noise generated by screening & crushing can be well controlled by providing enclosure and the
green belt. The workers engaged will be provided with ear muffs.
The noise created is harmful to anyone who is within a zone around screening & crushing
machines at which the noise level is above that considered to be safe for persons to work
without having to use control measures. Therefore wherever necessary, the workers engaged
will be provided with ear muffs.
The noise levels around screening & crushing equipment should be measured and the risk
assessed. Unless control measures are in place no-one, except those necessary for the work in
hand, should be allowed inside the designated noisy area.
In most cases this will be the operators. The risk is highest at older machines. Newer large
machines are provided with sound insulated systems which control the noise levels to
acceptable levels.
Other control measures will include training operators and providing them with ear protection,
although the later should only be seen as an interim precaution until a permanent solution can
be found.
The risk is very high when no control measures are provided. However if all the control
measures specified as above are provided the risk will be low.
Loading
The main hazard associated with loading is the Mineral falling on to the loading labour/tractor,
tractor toppling over due to uneven ground, failure of hydraulic systems. Good housekeeping
practices, regular cleaning of the haulage roads and regular maintenance of the tractors,
loading operations under supervision of competent persons, etc will be done to avoid such
accidents.
Heavy Vehicles
Tractor used for excavation and loading and 20 tonne dumpers used for mineral and waste
transport are the major heavy vehicles in the proposed mine. The main hazards arising from the
use of such machines are incompetent drivers, brake failure, lack of all around visibility from
the drivers position, access to the cab, vehicle movements particularly reversing, roll over,
vibration, noise, dust and maintenance. Those most at risk are the driver and company
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employees likely to be struck by the vehicle, and drivers of smaller vehicles, which cannot be
seen from the cabs of large vehicles. Visibility defects can be reduced by the use of visibility aids
such rear view mirrors.
Good maintenance and regular testing are necessary to reduce the possibility of brake failure.
An area shall be set out as a testing area where regular tests are carried out on the
effectiveness of a vehicles braking system.
Protection guards will be provided for moving parts of the equipment and handling heavy
components during maintenance work.
Those most at risk will be the users of the system, vehicle operators and also company
employees working in such areas may also be at risk.
Explosives
No magazine is within lease hold area. Contractual blasting is proposed.
House keeping
The provision and maintenance of a safe and healthy workplace is the most basic principle of
health and safety. Dirty and untidy workplaces or walkways contribute to a very large
proportion of trip and fall accidents. In the context of surface mining the provision of well
defined roadways and walkways clear of obstruction and regular cleaning up of spillage will
greatly reduce the potential risk for this type of accidents. Lack of maintenance may lead to
roadways and walkways being unsuitable for use.
The Work
The application of risk assessment depends upon a full understanding of all aspects of the job
being undertaken. In carrying out a risk assessment in relation to a particular task the
evaluation must include a review of the knowledge, experience and training of those persons
carrying out the work.
Personal Competence
It follows that the knowledge, experience and training of personnel involved in work is critical
to evaluate any risk assessment. A knowledgeable, experienced well-trained and competently
supervised workforce will be at a lower risk of accidents occurring than a poorly trained and
badly supervised workforce. For this purpose all the supervisory and managerial staff qualified
under MMR 1957 shall only be employed.
Co-ordination
A competent person should be given the responsibility for overseeing and coordinating work as
required under the Manipur Minor Mineral Rule 2012. It is essential that the coordinator
ensures that everyone engaged in the work is capable and understands the role of others and
their responsibility for each other. This is particularly important when contract workers
undertake part or all of the work to be carried out.
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Equipments
The prerequisite for the risk assessment is that equipments are suitable for the work being
undertaken and have been designed, manufactured and installed to at least the minimum
standards for health and safety.
Failure to meet the standard will result in people being at higher risk and remedial steps have
to be implemented to compensate the shortfall. Other interim arrangements should be
implemented to protect any persons exposed to latent danger. Maintenance of plant and
equipment to agreed specification, whether original or upgraded to the latest health and safety
standards, is essential.
Dangerous parts of machinery
Parts of machinery such as revolving parts, in running nips and entrapment between
reciprocating parts as defined in European and National standards should be protected meeting
those standards.
Health hazards
For the purposes of this document health hazards should be interpreted as being harmful dust
and noise which is emitted during surface mining operations, as well as the handling of heavy
loads.
While complete elimination and often suppression at source is not practicable, in many cases,
the normal threshold values of health standards should be made applicable.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
The PPE should be of good construction, where ever possible ISI certified, suitable for the
hazard e.g. a dust respirator fitted with the correct filter to capture the particular hazardous
dust and maintained to recommended standards. As personal protective equipment only
affords limited protection it should only be used as a last resort and then as an interim
arrangement until other steps are taken to reduce the risk of personal injury to an acceptable
level.
Traffic Movement
The traffic movement should only take place within designated areas and over suitable
roadways. Adopting one way traffic movement systems are preferred to two directional traffic
systems. The risk of accidents due to traffic movement is much less with a one way traffic.
Whenever mineral is mined the first step in winning the product is the preparation of the site.
The four main stages in the site preparation are:
1. Planning
2. Surveying
3. Clearing of site
4. Laying out
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Planning
The risk of injuries can be significantly reduced if sufficient regard is given to health and safety
at the planning stage of a new or developing mine.
Using trained drivers can largely eliminate the danger of being struck by large moving vehicles
and providing the vehicles with suitable appliances, such as aids to ensure the driver has all
round visibility. Designing and implementing one-way traffic systems and ensuring that open
edges of roadways are suitably protected with parapet wall to prevent accidental driving off the
edge can further reduce the danger. Additionally, ensuring that the vehicles are properly
maintained in good working condition, particularly the braking system will go a long way to help
the driver control the vehicle. Well-designed access and working platforms will also reduce the
possibility of a fall.
Surveying
Surveying has its hazards, for example surveyors are likely to be seriously injured if they fall
from heights or are thrown out of overturning vehicles. Since the hazards are created by ground
formation it is unlikely that they can be removed.
Those normally at risk would be the surveying team of the surveyor and assistants. Individuals
working at the edge of vertical face or on very steep undulating ground are at greater risk than
those working on level ground. Driving over steep rough terrain is more dangerous than driving
over gentle slopes. It is necessary to give clear positive instruction and ensure vehicles used to
gain access to the areas to be surveyed are well maintained and suitable for the terrain over
which access is to be gained.
Clearance
Clearance covers all the activities associated with preparing a site ready for laying out primary
roads for working a face. The primary hazards are being struck by falling trees and debris from
demolition of buildings, use of power saws, equipment used in the removal of the top layers of
earth and trucks used to convey it to storage areas, and the possibility of being struck by trucks.
The hazards are created in clearing the site. While the clearing of the site cannot be avoided
adopting the safest methods to carry out the work can control hazards. For example, fully
trained persons should be used in tree felling operations. Well-maintained fully protected
power saws should be used and the operatives should wear full personal protection e.g. safety
helmets, ear defenders, face shields, gloves, full protection for legs (trousers) and boots.
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Laying out
There are many different ways of opening and development of mines but careful planning
particularly concerning the mine layout will reduce hazards. Well maintained equipment is
essential to reduce the risk of injuries.
If suitable equipment is not used, for example if poor and badly constructed scaffolding is used
there is a much higher probability of persons falling from heights or the scaffolding collapsing
than if good properly constructed scaffolding is used.
To reduce the risk of injuries while using large earth moving equipment and vehicles the
equipment drivers and those giving signals should be well trained. The lack of training and
competence in the use of such equipment is the biggest cause of such type of accidents.
B] Sand/Pebble mining from River Bed
The proposed project involves sand mining through manual opencast mining. The anticipated
risks are mentioned below:
Inundation
There is no chance of inundation of mine pits from surface waters such as rivers or nalas as the
activity is manual. Maximum allowable sand scooping is about 2.0m. All sand scooping activity
is over exposed sand ghat keeping safe distances from water course/flow of river.
The proposed sand ghats are located in the Chandel district of Manipur and the area in general
receives appreciable amount of rain fall, which is in the range of 1400 mm (annual average).
Pit slope & dump slope failures
Mining is restricted to an average depth of 2.0m from surface levels. No dumps are proposed.
All scooped sand will be transported immediately through tractor to destination/buyers.
Blasting
No blasting is proposed.
Surface Fire
There are no ignitable materials in Sand ghats. The sand scooping is manual.
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Dust from the screening & crushing operations
Transportation is only the dust source on haul roads. Regular water sprinkling is proposed to
suppress the dust.
Noise
Sand scooping is manual using ghamelas and phavadas. However necessarily, the workers
engaged will be provided with ear muffs.
Loading
The main hazard associated with loading is the Mineral falling on to the loading labour/tractor,
tractor toppling over due to uneven ground, failure of hydraulic systems. Good housekeeping
practices, regular cleaning of the haulage roads and regular maintenance of the tractors,
loading operations under supervision of competent persons, etc will be done to avoid such
accidents.
Heavy Vehicles
Tractor/Trucks/Tippers used for excavation and loading used for mineral The main hazards
arising from the use of such machines are incompetent drivers, brake failure, lack of all around
visibility from the drivers position, access to the cab, vehicle movements particularly reversing,
roll over, vibration, noise, dust and maintenance. Those most at risk are the driver and
company employees likely to be struck by the vehicle, and drivers of smaller vehicles, which
cannot be seen from the cabs of large vehicles. Visibility defects can be reduced by the use of
visibility aids such rear view mirrors.
Good maintenance and regular testing are necessary to reduce the possibility of brake failure.
An area shall be set out as a testing area where regular tests are carried out on the
effectiveness of a vehicles braking system.
Protection guards will be provided for moving parts of the equipment and handling heavy
components during maintenance work.
Those most at risk will be the users of the system, vehicle operators and also company
employees working in such areas may also be at risk.
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Explosives
No magazine is within lease hold area.
House keeping
The provision and maintenance of a safe and healthy workplace is the most basic principle of
health and safety. Dirty and untidy workplaces or walkways contribute to a very large
proportion of trip and fall accidents. In the context of surface mining the provision of well
defined roadways and walkways clear of obstruction and regular cleaning up of spillage will
greatly reduce the potential risk for this type of accidents. Lack of maintenance may lead to
roadways and walkways being unsuitable for use.
The Work
The application of risk assessment depends upon a full understanding of all aspects of the job
being undertaken. In carrying out a risk assessment in relation to a particular task the
evaluation must include a review of the knowledge, experience and training of those persons
carrying out the work.
Personal Competence
It follows that the knowledge, experience and training of personnel involved in work is critical
to evaluate any risk assessment.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
As personal protective equipment only affords limited protection it should only be used as a
last resort and then as an interim arrangement until other steps are taken to reduce the risk of
personal injury to an acceptable level.
Traffic Movement
The traffic movement should only take place within designated areas and over suitable
roadways. Adopting one way traffic movement systems are preferred to two directional traffic
systems. The risk of accidents due to traffic movement is much less with a one way traffic.
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25. Disaster Management Plan
The following natural/industrial hazards may occur during normal operation.


Inundation of mine pit due to flood/excessive rains;



Slope failure of pits



Accident due to explosives (In Case of Opencast Surface Mining);



Accident due to heavy mining equipment (In Case of Opencast Surface Mining);; and

In order to take care of above hazard/disasters, the following control measures have been
adopted.


Checking and regular maintenance of garland drains and earthen bunds to avoid any
inflow of surface water in the pit



Provision of suitable pumps for pumping out water from the pit during heavy rains



Entry of unauthorized persons is prohibited



Fire fighting and first-aid provisions in the mines office complex and mining area



Provisions of all the safety appliances such as safety boot, helmets, goggles etc. are
made available to the employees and regular check for their use



Training and refresher courses for all the employees working in hazardous premises



Working of mine, as per approved plans and regularly updating the mine plans



Cleaning of mine faces is regularly done



Regular maintenance and testing of all mining equipment as per manufacturer’s
guidelines



Suppression of dust on the haulage roads



Increasing the awareness of safety and disaster through competitions, posters and other
similar drives



No Sand /Pebble mining will be permitted during Monsoon period/ Rainy Days.

The management is able to deal with the situation efficiently to reduce confusion keeping in
view of the likely sources of danger in the mine.
Out Line of Disaster Management Plan
The purpose of disaster management plan is to restore the normalcy for early resumption of
mining operation due to an unexpected, sudden occurrence resulting to abnormalities in the
course of mining activity leading to a serious danger to workers or any machinery or the
environment.
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System of communication
An internal communication system for the department head and to their line of command
should be maintained. Having the telephone nos and addresses of adjoining mines, rescue
station, police station, Fire service station, local hospital, electricity supply agency and standing
consultative committee members is another essential aspect.
Consultative committee
A standing consultative committee of 3 persons headed by Mines Manager will be formed.
Facilities & Accommodation
Accommodation and facilities for medical centre, rescue room and for various working groups
will be provided.
First Aid & medical facilities
The mine management is having first aid for use in emergency situation. All casualties would be
registered and will be given first aid.
Stores and equipment
A detailed list of equipment available its type & capacity and items reserved for emergency will
be maintained.
Transport services
A well-defined transport control system will be provided to deal with the situation.
Functions of public relations group
A cordial relation with government officials and other social service organization and working
groups shall be maintained. To liaise with representatives of the mine workers to ameliorate
the situation of panic, tension, sentiments, grievances and misgivings created by any disaster.
To ameliorate the injured, survivors and family members of affected persons by providing
material, moral support, finance and establishing contact with relatives of victims.
Security
Strict manning of security posts during the disaster will be done.
Catering & Refreshment
Arrangements will be made for the victims, rescue teams and others for their Catering &
Refreshment services.
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26. Plantation and Green Belt Development in respect of leases already granted in the
district:
District administration on yearly basis collects the compliance w.r.t. green clearance along with
photographic evidences of plantation and safety measures the green belt development plan
along with quarry owners individually and with their associations.
27. Any other information :
Nil
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DISTRICT SURVEY REPORT FOR CHANDEL DISTRICT
PART –C
FOR OTHER MINERALS EXCLUDING RIVERBED SAND/PEBBLES,
BUILDING STONE(SURFACE MINING)
Prepared under
A] Appendix –X of MoEFCC, GoI notification S.O. 141(E) dated 15.1.2016
B] Sustainable Sand Mining Guidelines
C] MoEFCC, GoI notification S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018
D]Enforcement & Monitoring Guidelines, January 2020, MoEFCC, GoI
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1.0 Details of leases for other minerals like Coal, Limestone and dolomite are tabled below :
No detailed exploration work for other minerals (excluding Riverbed sand/pebbles, building
stone) is proposed or under existence for the district.
Chandel Territory including Tengnoupal district as a regional geological point of view is
potentially rich in minerals as highlighted below. So it can be named as Chandel-Tengnoupal
Mineral belt
The district is also rich in mineral resources, most of which are yet to be explored. Chromites
deposits containing partly metallurgical grade ore have been located at Kwatha and
Khudengthabi in the district. Minor occurrences of asbestos has been reported in Moreh area,
Khwatha, Nepali basti in the district. Nickel, copper and cobalt are available in Nampesh and
Kwatha in Chandel. So, hill areas are abundance in mineral resources, which remain
unexploited
Serpentinites as Building stone:
Serpentinites occur extensively in Chandel and Ukhrul Districts within the ophiolite belt
of Manipur extending over an area of 1100 sq.km ( about 110 km long and 5 – 15 km wide ).
The belt trends NE-SW from south of Moreh in Chandel District to north-east of Tushom in
Ukhrul Distrit up to Nagaland border and tectonically overlies the Disang sedimentary belt on
its
west
and
is
interlayered
with
Oceanic
Pelagic
Sediments.
Serpentinites are also commercially known as “Green Marble”.. It, like granite and marble, can
be processed into attractive tiles, slabs and other building blocks. It is considered that the
Serpentinites of Manipur have a huge market potential, both as finished products and in raw
forms, both within India and outside. So far Manipur is concerned, it could become a most
important mineral industry generating large scale employment and appreciable export earning.
Considering the economic and employment potentials as above, it is considered that
investigations for Serpentinites in the State could be taken up on high priority. The materials
have been tested for the cutting and polishing effects and have given good results.
Idocrase / Rhodonite:
They occur as small lensoid bodies within ultramafics in the ophiolite suites of rocks in
Ukhrul and Chandel districts. A notable deposit is located in the noerh east of Kwatha of
Chandel District. Numerous small bouldery outcrops are also found in the Kwatha and
Khudengthabi villages. Other known occurrences are located at Gamnom,, Pushing, Nampisha,
etc. They can be used as semi-precious stone and carving stone in handicraft.
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Copper Mineral :
GSI had earlier reported occurrences of copper in the ophiolite of Kwatha of Chandel District
and Nampisha of Ukhrul District of Manipur. Some old pits of sulphides within foliated
Serpentinites at Sadangching (hill), 6 km in the northeast of Kwatha village were studied.
Occurrences of Malachite, Azurite and Magnetite were recorded along the weak planes. The
copper stained boulders indicated copper values ranging 2.5 – 6.75 % and Nickel values 0.20.30%. State Geology & Mining Division had also studied the copper deposits of Nampisha.
There are 3 abandoned pits and dumps of copper in the area. State DGM also located sulphide
deposits at Yentem,. The chemical analytical data indicates 1.64% of Cu.
Limestone:
Many limestone deposits have been located in the ophiolite mélange and oceanic pelagic
sediments in Ukhrul and Chandel District. Limestones are located at Toupokpi, Chakpikarong,
Pallel, Nungphura, Nungpal, Sajiktampak , Haikot of Chandel District. The limestones are
cement to SMS grades with a Proved Reserve of 9.845 million tones, Probable Reserve Reserve
of 3.441 million tones and Possible Reserve of 18.412 million tones.
Chromite:
More than 25 occurrences of chromite have so far been located in Manipur. These are located
Kwatha, Sibong, Khudengthabi and Minou-Mangkang of Chandel District. A probable reserve of
0.38 million tones has been assessed. Chromites are of metallurgical and refractory grades.

This district Survey report is reviewable and for district information. Copying of technical data
without approval of district authority is restricted.
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Annexure -1 : Procedure to scrutinize Minor Mineral proposals
Procedure to scrutinize Minor Mineral proposals
1] Receipt of Application as per The Manipur Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 2012 with required
documents in prescribed formats as the case may be.
2] Site Visit by representative of Competent Officer of Director of Commerce and Industries, Govt. of
Manipur.
4] Correlating demand and supply for circle, nearest town or any specific demand for specific project on
feasibility of requirement of stone quarry.
5] Issuance of Letter of Intent.
6] Procedure for award of Lease.
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Annexure -2 : Procedure to monitor compliances of Minor Mineral Leases
Procedure to monitor compliances of Minor Mineral Leases
1] After award of lease, first compliance to prior EC conditions are to be submitted by Leasee for ground
work carried out.
2] Yearly Compliance to Lease Agreement for royalty clearance, Lease conditions and prior EC
conditions(scrutiny based on photographic and documentary evidences with site visit).
3] Penal Action : failure to submit compliance as per sr. no. 2, district administration reserves right to
hold the royalty passes or to suspend of cancel lease agreement subject to fulfillment of compliance.
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Annexure -3 : Demand and Supply for Chandel District
Demand and Supply for Chandel District
Sr. No.

District

2021-2022

Particulars

Quantity in Tonnes

1

PWD

30000

2

Irrigation Dept.

20000

Domestic
Requirement
including Govt. Contractors

50000

4

NHAI/Central Road Fund

40000

5

Railways and other State
projects

20000

3

Chandel

Total

160000
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Annexure -4 MoEFCC, GoI notification S.O. 3611(E) dated 25.07.2018
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Annexure -5
L Sections and Cross Sections for rivers flowing through Chandel district
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Annexure -6
Sections for Sand/Stone Leases 2021-22
(Will be updated on approval of mining plans for the proposed Mineral
Concession Leases)
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Annexure -7
Compliance to E & M guidelines 2020
(Will be updated on approval of mining plans for the proposed Mineral
Concession Leases)
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